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ABSTRACT

MINING HETEROGENEOUS ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS DATA
by
Tian Bai
Electronic health record (EHR) systems are used by medical providers to streamline
the workflow and enable sharing of patient data with different providers. Beyond that
primary purpose, EHR data have been used in healthcare research for exploratory
and predictive analytics. EHR data are heterogeneous collections of both structured
and unstructured information. In order to store data in a structured way, several
ontologies have been developed to describe diagnoses and treatments. On the other
hand, the unstructured clinical notes contain various more nuanced information about
patients. The multidimensionality and complexity of EHR data pose many unique
challenges and problems for both data mining and medical communities. In this
thesis, we address several important issues and develop novel deep learning approaches
in order to extract insightful knowledge from these data.
Representing words as low dimensional vectors is very useful in many natural language processing tasks. This idea has been extended to medical domain where medical
codes listed in medical claims are represented as vectors to facilitate exploratory analysis and predictive modeling. However, depending on a type of a medical provider,
medical claims can use medical codes from different ontologies or from a combination of ontologies, which complicates learning of the representations. To be able to
properly utilize such multi-source medical claim data, we propose an approach that
represents medical codes from different ontologies in the same vector space. The new
approach was evaluated on the code cross-reference problem, which aims at identifying similar codes across different ontologies. In our experiments, we show the
proposed approach provide superior cross-referencing when compared to several exii

isting approaches. Furthermore, considering EHR data also contain unstructured
clinical notes, we also propose a method that jointly learns medical concept and word
representations. The jointly learned representations of medical codes and words can
be used to extract phenotypes of different diseases.
Various deep learning models have recently been applied to predictive modeling
of Electronic Health Records (EHR). In EHR data, each patient is represented as a
sequence of temporally ordered irregularly sampled visits to health providers, where
each visit is recorded as an unordered set of medical codes specifying patient’s diagnosis and treatment provided during the visit. We propose a novel interpretable
deep learning model, called Timeline. The main novelty of Timeline is that it has
a mechanism that learns time decay factors for every medical code. We evaluated
Timeline on two large-scale real world data sets. The specific task was to predict what
is the primary diagnosis category for the next hospital visit given previous visits. Our
results show that Timeline has higher accuracy than the state of the art deep learning
models based on RNN.
Clinical notes contain detailed information about health status of patients for
each of their encounters with a health system. Developing effective models to automatically assign medical codes to clinical notes has been a long-standing active
research area. Considering the large amount of online disease knowledge sources,
which contain detailed information about signs and symptoms of different diseases,
their risk factors, and epidemiology, we consider Wikipedia as an external knowledge
source and propose Knowledge Source Integration (KSI), a novel end-to-end code
assignment framework, which can integrate external knowledge during training of
any baseline deep learning model. To evaluate KSI, we experimented with automatic
assignment of ICD-9 diagnosis codes to clinical notes, aided by Wikipedia documents
corresponding to the ICD-9 codes. The results show that KSI consistently improves
the baseline models and that it is particularly successful in rare codes prediction.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Electronic Health Records (EHRs) are the richest available source of information
about patients, their conditions, treatments, and outcomes. EHRs consist of a heterogeneous set of formats, such as free text (e.g., progress notes, medical history),
structured data (demographics, vital signs, diagnosis and procedure codes), semistructured data (text generated following a template, such as medications and lab
results), and radiology images. The main purpose of the EHRs is to give the health
providers access to all information pertinent to their patients and to facilitate information sharing across different providers. In addition to the primary purpose, EHR data
have been widely used in various healthcare research tasks such as risk prediction Yan
et al. (2005); Krumholz et al. (2006); Klabunde et al. (2000), retrospective epidemiologic studies Levitan et al. (1999); Taylor et al. (2009); Schneeweiss et al. (2001) and
phenotyping Warren et al. (2002a); Halpern et al. (2016). The multidimensionality
and complexity of EHR data pose many unique challenges and problems for both data
mining and medical communities. In this thesis, we address several important issues
and develop novel deep learning approaches in order to extract insightful knowledge
from these data.

1.1

Representation Learning of Medical Codes from MultiSource Data

Representing words as low dimensional vectors is very useful in many natural language processing tasks Mikolov et al. (2013); Levy and Goldberg (2014). This idea has
1

been extended to medical domain where medical codes listed in medical claims are
represented as vectors to facilitate exploratory analysis and predictive modeling Choi
et al. (2016d,0,0,0); Cai et al. (2018). However, depending on a type of a medical
provider, medical claims can use medical codes from different ontologies or from a
combination of ontologies, which complicates learning of the representations. To be
able to properly utilize such multi-source medical claim data, in this work Bai et al.
(2019) we propose an approach that represents medical codes from different ontologies
in the same vector space. We first modify the Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI)
measure Turney and Pantel (2010) of similarity between the codes. We then develop
a new negative sampling method for word2vec model that implicitly factorizes the
modified PMI matrix. The new approach was evaluated on the code cross-reference
problem Brouch (2004); Topaz and Shafran-Topaz (2013); Schulz et al. (1998); Butler (2007), which aims at identifying similar codes across different ontologies. In
our experiments, we evaluated cross-referencing between ICD-9 and CPT medical
code ontologies. Our results indicate that vector representations of codes learned by
the proposed approach provide superior cross-referencing when compared to several
existing approaches.

1.2

Joint Representation Learning of Medical Codes and Words
from EHR Data

There has been an increasing interest in learning low-dimensional vector representations of medical codes from electronic health records (EHRs). Vector representations of codes facilitate exploratory analysis and predictive modeling of EHR
data to gain insights about the patterns of care and health outcomes. While EHRs
contain structured data such as diagnostic codes and laboratory tests, they also contain unstructured clinical notes, which provide more nuanced details on a patient’s

2

health status. In this work Bai et al. (2017,0), we propose a method that jointly
learns medical code and word representations. In particular, we focus on capturing
the relationship between medical codes and words by using a novel learning scheme
for word2vec model. Our method exploits relationships between different parts of
EHRs in the same visit and embeds both codes and words in the same continuous
vector space. The jointly learned representations of medical concepts and words can
be used to extract phenotypes of different diseases. In our experiments, we compare
phenotypes for 6 diagnostic codes obtained with our method and a topic modeling
method. We also demonstrate that our representations can be used to predict the
next visit and show that our approach outperforms several baseline methods.

1.3

Interpretable Representation Learning via Capturing Disease Progression through Time

Various deep learning models have recently been applied to predictive modeling
of Electronic Health Records (EHR) Che et al. (2016); Choi et al. (2016c); Pham
et al. (2016); Zheng et al. (2017); Baytas et al. (2017). In medical claims data,
which is a particular type of EHR data, each patient is represented as a sequence
of temporally ordered irregularly sampled visits to health providers, where each visit
is recorded as an unordered set of medical codes specifying patient’s diagnosis and
treatment provided during the visit. Based on the observation that different patient
conditions have different temporal progression patterns, in this work Bai et al. (2018b)
we propose a novel interpretable deep learning model, called Timeline. The main
novelty of Timeline is that it has a mechanism that learns time decay factors for
every medical code. This allows the Timeline to learn that chronic conditions have
a longer lasting impact on future visits than acute conditions. Timeline also has
an attention mechanism that improves vector embeddings of visits. By analyzing

3

the attention weights and disease progression functions of Timeline, it is possible to
interpret the predictions and understand how risks of future visits change over time.
We evaluated Timeline on two large-scale real world data sets. The specific task was
to predict what is the primary diagnosis category for the next hospital visit given
previous visits. Our results show that Timeline has higher accuracy than the state
of the art deep learning models based on RNN. In addition, we demonstrate that
time decay factors and attentions learned by Timeline are in accord with the medical
knowledge and that Timeline can provide a useful insight into its predictions.

1.4

Improving Medical Code Prediction from Clinical Notes
via Incorporating Online Knowledge Sources

Clinical notes contain detailed information about health status of patients for each
of their encounters with a health system. Developing effective models to automatically
assign medical codes to clinical notes has been a long-standing active research area
Perotte et al. (2013); Baumel et al. (2017); Shi et al. (2017); Mullenbach et al. (2018);
Wang et al. (2018a); Vani et al. (2017); de Lima et al. (1998). Despite a great recent
progress in medical informatics fueled by deep learning, it is still a challenge to find
the specific piece of evidence in a clinical note which justifies a particular medical code
out of all possible codes. Considering the large amount of online disease knowledge
sources, which contain detailed information about signs and symptoms of different
diseases, their risk factors, and epidemiology, there is an opportunity to exploit such
sources. In this work Bai and Vucetic (2019) we consider Wikipedia as an external
knowledge source and propose Knowledge Source Integration (KSI), a novel endto-end code assignment framework, which can integrate external knowledge during
training of any baseline deep learning model. The main idea of KSI is to calculate
matching scores between a clinical note and disease related Wikipedia documents,

4

and combine the scores with output of the baseline model. To evaluate KSI, we
experimented with automatic assignment of ICD-9 diagnosis codes to the emergency
department clinical notes from MIMIC-III data set, aided by Wikipedia documents
corresponding to the ICD-9 codes. We evaluated several baseline models, ranging
from logistic regression to recently proposed deep learning models known to achieve
the state-of-the-art accuracy on clinical notes. The results show that KSI consistently
improves the baseline models and that it is particularly successful in assignment of rare
codes. In addition, by analyzing weights of KSI models, we can gain understanding
about which words in Wikipedia documents provide useful information for predictions.
The thesis is organized as followed. We give an introduction of topics covered
in the thesis in Chapter 1. We propose an approach that represents medical codes
from different ontologies learned from multi-source data in Chapter 2. In Chapter
3, we propose a method that jointly learns medical code and word representations
by exploiting relationships between different parts of EHR data. In Chapter 4, we
propose an interpretable deep learning model which handles time irregularity of EHR
data and predicts future clinical events. In Chapter 5, we propose a novel end-to-end
code assignment framework, which can integrate external knowledge during training
of any baseline deep learning model. We conclude and discuss the future in each
chapter separately.

5

CHAPTER 2

MEDICAL CONCEPT REPRESENTATION
LEARNING FROM MULTI-SOURCE DATA

2.1

Introduction

Medical claims are files created by medical providers for billing purposes to summarize the services provided to patients. Medical claims include a list of medical
codes, which describe patient diagnoses and treatments provided. For example, the
International Classification of Diseases (ICD) and Current Procedural Terminologies
(CPT) ontologies contain tens of thousands of codes for diseases and medical procedures. While ICD codes contain alpha-numeric codes both for diagnoses and for
procedures associated with patient treatments, CPT codes are used to describe services provided during the medical treatment of patients. Medical claims have been
widely used in healthcare research for exploratory analysis and predictive analytics
Yan et al. (2005); Krumholz et al. (2006).
To enable analysis of medical claim data, recent medical informatics research has
focused on finding vector representations of medical codes, in which each code is represented as a multi-dimensional vector and where related codes are neighbors in the
vector space. Based on the distributional hypothesis, the related codes are those that
occur in the similar contexts. As a representative of this line of work, Choi et al.
(2016d) used word2vec algorithm Mikolov et al. (2013) to learn the vector representations of medical codes using longitudinal medical records data and show that the
related codes indeed obtain similar vector representations. Other examples also illus-
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Figure 2.1: Different providers use their own ontology systems to record patients’
diagnosis and treatments. All those heterogeneous information are integrated and
recorded in the medical claims database.
trated the benefits of vector representations: Choi et al. (2016a) used a multi-layer
perceptron to learn representations for predicting future medical codes and clinical
risk groups. Choi et al. (2017b) used word2vec embeddings as inputs to recurrent
neural network to predict heart failure. Choi et al. (2017a) incorporated ontological
knowledge of medical codes into an attention model in order to learn improved code
representations. Cai et al. (2018) incorporated a time-aware attention mechanism
into CBOW model which takes the progression patterns of different diseases into
consideration.
However, the direct application of word2vec and related algorithms might not
be appropriate when dealing with medical claims obtained from multiple types of
providers, in which any provider may decide to use different coding ontologies. To
understand the underlying issue, let us consider medical claims from Medicare, the
U.S. federal insurance system for senior citizens, which is a popular source of data for
healthcare research. As shown in Figure 2.1, the format of medical claims varies with
the type of service Warren et al. (2002b). In particular, the 3 main types of medical
claims used by Medicare recognize 3 types of patient interactions with the medical
system: (1) Inpatient, summarizing services requiring a patient to be admitted to
7

a hospital, (2) Outpatient, summarizing services which do not require a hospital
stay, and (3) Carrier, which refer to services by non-institutional providers such as
physicians or registered nurses. Each inpatient claim is one summarized record per
hospital admission and includes up to 25 ICD diagnosis codes and 25 ICD procedure
codes. Carrier claims, on the other hand, use CPT codes to record procedures and
ICD diagnosis codes to justify the reason for the service. Until 2004, outpatient
claims contained both ICD diagnosis and procedure codes, while after 2004 the ICD
procedure codes were dropped. This information is summarized in Figure 2.1.
Let us explain why the direct use of word2vec on a set of medical claims coming
from different types of providers, such as in Medicare, is problematic. As shown in
Levy and Goldberg (2014), word2vec’s Skip-gram with negative sampling algorithm is
implicitly performing a factorization of a Pointwise Mutual Information (PMI) matrix
Turney and Pantel (2010). The (i, j)-th element of the PMI matrix reflects how much
the presence of code j in a claim increases the probability of seeing code i in the claim.
If the codes i and j are from different ontologies, the straightforward calculation of
the probabilities could lead to misleading results. In particular, the PMI values for
pairs of codes from different ontologies could be severely underestimated, which could
result in suboptimal vector representation of codes.
In this work Bai et al. (2019) we propose a modification that correctly estimates
the PMI scores between medical codes from different ontologies. Following this modification, we also propose an improved version of negative sampling method inside
the word2vec algorithm. It is worth noting that recent papers Wang et al. (2018b);
Grbovic and Cheng (2018); Cai and Wang (2018) also observed that traditional negative sampling has drawbacks in some applications. For example, Wang et al. (2018b)
incorporated Generative Adversarial Networks (GAN) into negative sampling mechanism in order to generate high-quality negative samples. Grbovic and Cheng (2018)
replaced negative sampling probability with a set of probabilities suited for different
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subsets of embedding objects. However, previous papers lack theoretical justification
for the proposed approaches. One of the main contributions of our paper is in explaining that deficiency of negative sampling on multi-source data could be traced
to the PMI formula. We propose how to modify the PMI formula and develop the
corresponding negative sampling mechanism. To demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed algorithms, we jointly learned vector representations of ICD and CPT
codes using a large Medicare medical claim dataset related to breast cancer. Since
ICD procedure codes and CPT codes are both encoding medical procedures, we were
able to observe how close in the vector space are the codes from the two ontologies
that represent highly similar procedures. We note that this particular evaluation is
closely related to long-standing problem of cross-referencing Brouch (2004); Topaz and
Shafran-Topaz (2013); Schulz et al. (1998); Butler (2007), that deals with creation of
mappings between different coding ontologies, such as ICD-9 and CPT, ICD-9 and
ICD-10, or ICD-9 and SNOMED.
In the next section first we provide background information about PMI metric
and word2vec algorithm, and describe the proposed modifications. Then we present
the experimental results.

2.2
2.2.1

Method
Basic Problem Setup


Let us assume we are given a dataset of patient visits S = s1 , s2 , ..., s|S| . Each
visit st consists of a set of codes summarizing the visit. Let us denote the set of

all codes C = c1 , c2 , ..., c|C| , where |C| is the dictionary size. The objective is to
find a vector representation of codes, such that each code ci is represented as a Kdimensional vector Vi . A good vector representation would place related codes in the
vicinity of each other in the K-dimensional space. In the following subsection we will
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overview two popular methods from the NLP community that have already been used
with success in medical informatics.

2.2.2

PMI and Skip-gram

Pointwise mutual information (PMI) Turney and Pantel (2010) measures how
likely it is to see two codes co-occurring in the same claim, comparing with how they
could co-occur if they were independent. The PMI between codes ci and cj is defined
as
P M Iij = P M I(ci , cj ) = log

P (ci |cj )
P (ci )

(2.2-1)

where P (ci |cj ) is the conditional probability of seeing code ci co-occurring with cj
given code cj and P (ci ) is the marginal probability of seeing ci co-occurring with any
code. The standard way to calculate those probabilities is to count code co-occurrence
in the following way. Let us denote the count of times code ci and cj co-occur in the
claims as nij . Then, denote with ni the number of times code ci co-occurs with any
P
code: ni = cj ∈C nij . Finally, denote with n the number of times two codes co-occur:
P
n
n = ci ∈C ni . Given those values, we can calculate the probabilities as P (ci |cj ) = nijj
and P (ci ) =

ni
n

and the PMI becomes

P M Iij = log

nij · n
ni · nj

(2.2-2)

Using PMI scores, we can create a positive PMI (PPMI) matrix M of dimension
|C| × |C|, whose element Mij = max(P M Iij , 0). PPMI matrix was shown to be
useful to measure similarity between different codes ci and cj by calculating the
cosine similarity between i-th and j-th row of M Levy and Goldberg (2014). Since
the PPMI matrix is often sparse, noisy, and large, it is often a good idea to apply
Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) to factorize this matrix as M = U ΣV and
use the first K left eigenvectors (truncated version of U which retains the first K
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columns) for code representation. In particular, the i-th row of the truncated matrix
U becomes the low-dimensional vector representation of code ci .
Instead of using SVD on the PPMI matrix, which can be very costly when the code
vocabulary is large, the recently proposed Skip-gram method is a space-efficient alternative to learn low dimensional representations of medical codes Choi et al. (2016d,0).
Skip-gram relies on scanning the visits sequentially. For every code c in t-th visit st ,
all other codes in the same visit c0 ∈ st are chosen as its context. The output
of Skip-gram are two matrices: code matrix V ∈ R|C|×K and context code matrix
W ∈ R|C|×K . Code ci ∈ C is then associated with the i-th row of V and the i-th row
of W . Mikolov et al. (2013) propose Skip-gram with negative sampling (SGSN)1 to
maximize the objective function

l=

|S|
X
XX

(log p(S = 1|c, c0 ) + kEcN ∼P [log(1 − p(S = 1|c, cN ))])

t=1 c∈st c0 ∈st

=

XX

(2.2-3)

nij (log σ(Vi · Wj ) + kEcN ∼P [log σ(−Vi · WN )])

ci ∈C cj ∈C

in which p(S = 1|ci , cj ) denotes the probability that ci and cj are observed cooccurring in the dataset S and is defined as a sigmoid function σ(Vi Wj ),

p(S = 1|ci , cj ) = σ(Vi · Wj ) =

P (cN ) =

nN
n

1
1 + e−Vi ·Wj

(2.2-4)

is a frequency distribution over the vocabulary from which cN is drawn

and k is the number of randomly generated negative codes for each pair of scanned
code and context code (c, c0 ). The first term of l represents the probability that the
scanned code c and its context code c0 are observed co-occurring in the dataset S and
the second term of l represents the probability that the scanned code c and randomly
1

The original objective function of Skip-gram is the sum of logarithmic softmax function which
is computationally expensive to optimize. In this paper we focus on its practical implementation
through negative sampling.
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drawn “negative” code cN are not observed co-occurring in the dataset S. Code
matrices V and W are learned by stochastic gradient algorithm. Rows of V are used
as vector representations of codes. Interestingly, Levy and Goldberg (2014) shows
SGSN is implicitly factorizing a shifted PMI matrix, making a connection between
the PMI and Skip-gram approaches.

2.2.3

PMI Learned from Multi-source Claim Data

As we discussed in the Introduction, different types of providers might use different
types of codes in their claims. On such data, PMI defined in (2.2-1) is likely to produce
misleading results. To see why, let us consider PMI between an ICD-9 procedure
code and a CPT code. Even if the 2 codes are highly related, they can only co-occur
in outpatient claims prior to 2004 (see Figure 2.1) and their nij count will be low
compared to the ni and n count, which would lead to a negative PMI value. The
opposite effect would occur with PMI score between two ICD-9 procedure codes. If
both ci and cj are ICD-9 procedure code, since the presence of an ICD-9 procedure
code cj in the claim implies the type of the claim is not carrier or outpatient after
2004, P (ci |cj ) is likely to be larger than P (ci ). Then PMI would be large even if the
2 codes are unrelated.
To reduce the negative impact of varying code coverage among different types
of claims, we propose a modified PMI definition as described next. Let us first
denote the set of all code types (i.e., ICD-9 diagnosis codes, ICD-9 procedure codes,

CPT codes) as T = t1 , ..., t|T | , where |T | is the number of code types. We define
function f : C 7→ T which maps every code ci ∈ C to its type f (ci ) ∈ T . We then
calculate the number of times code ci co-occurs with some code whose type as tj ,
P
t
nij = ck ∈C,f (ck )=tj nik , and the number of times a code of type ti co-occurs with a
P
t
code of type tj as nti tj = ck ∈C,f (ck )=ti nkj . The modified PMI, called the typeP M I
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is then defined as

typeP M Iij = log

nij · nf (ci )f (cj )
f (cj )

ni

f (ci )

· nj

(2.2-5)

To illustrate the benefit of typePMI, let us consider ICD-9 diagnosis code “83942”
(dislocation of sacrum) and ICD-9 procedure code “8839” (X-ray). In practice, Xray is used to diagnose dislocation and the 2 codes are related. In our dataset, the
standard PMI between these two codes is -0.65, while the typePMI is 4.34, better
reflecting that the codes are related.
The typePMI can be be used to construct the typePPMI matrix with elements
Mij = max(typeP M Iij , 0). We propose typeSVD, which applies SVD to typePPMI
matrix to obtain a low-dimensional representation of codes.

2.2.4

Skip-gram Model from Multi-source Claim Data

In this section we propose typeSkip-gram algorithm and prove that it is implicitly factorizing a shifted typePMI matrix. The key change is to replace the negative
sampling probability distribution P (cN ) with a new one which takes the code type
into consideration:

P f (ci ),f (cj ) (cN ) =




0




if f (cN ) 6= f (cj )
f (ci )

nN

nf (ci )f (cj )

(2.2-6)

if f (cN ) = f (cj )

Unlike Skip-gram objective of (2.2-3), the negative sampling probability of (2.2-6)
is formed by counting code pairs whose first code has the same type as the scanned
code ci and the second code has the same type as context code cj .
Like Skip-gram, typeSkip-gram model is trained in an online fashion: it sequen
tially scans through codes in all visits S = s1 , s2 , ..., s|S| . For each code c ∈ st , code
c0 ∈ st in the same visit is chosen as context code. For a specific code c and its context
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code c0 , typeSkip-gram uses stochastic gradient descent algorithm to maximize

log p(S = 1|c, c0 ) + kEcN ∼P f (c),f (c0 ) [log(1 − p(S = 1|c, cN ))]

(2.2-7)

Given the new objective function (2.2-7) using the negative sampling probability
distribution P (cN ) defined in (2.2-6), we have the following theorem:
Theorem 2.1. Given the sample distribution defined in (2.2-6), the dot product of
Vi and Wj , Mij0 = Vi · Wj is the shifted typePMI between code ci and cj when objective
function (2.2-7) is maximized:

Mij0 = Vi · Wj =typeP M Iij − log k

(2.2-8)

in which k is a constant number.
Proof. Similar to (2.2-3), the global objective function of typeSkip-gram is

l=

XX

nij (log σ(Vi · Wj )) +

ci ∈C cj ∈C

XX

nij (kEcN ∼P f (ci ),f (cj ) [log σ(−Vi · WN )])

ci ∈C cj ∈C

(2.2-9)
Since ntik =

P

cj ∈C,f (cj )=tk

nij , the second term of (2.2-9) can be written as

XX

ntik (kEcN ∼P f (ci ),tk [log σ(−Vi · WN )])

(2.2-10)

ci ∈C tk ∈T

Since

EcN ∼P f (ci ),tk [log σ(−Vi · WN )] =

X
cN ∈C,f (cN )=tk
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f (ci )

nN

nf (ci )f (cN )

log σ(−Vi · WN )

we can explicitly express the expectation term in (2.2-10) as
XX
ci ∈C tk ∈T

=

f (ci )

nN

X

ntik (k

cN ∈C
f (cN )=tk

XX

X

ci ∈C tk ∈T

cN ∈C
f (cN )=tk

nf (ci )f (cN )

log σ(−Vi · WN ))
(2.2-11)

f (ci )

ntik k

nN

nf (ci )f (cN )

log σ(−Vi · WN )

As each code cN is mapping to the exact one code type f (cN ), (2.2-11) can be written
as
f (ci )

X X

f (c )
ni N k

ci ∈C cN ∈C

nN

nf (ci )f (cN )

X X nfi (cj ) nfj (ci )
log σ(−Vi · WN ) =
k f (ci )f (cj ) log σ(−Vi · Wj )
n
c ∈C c ∈C
i

j

(2.2-12)
Combining (2.2-9) and (2.2-12), the objective of typeSkip-gram gives

l=

X X nfi (cj ) njf (ci )
k f (ci )f (cj ) log σ(−Vi · Wj )
nij log σ(Vi · Wj ) +
n
c ∈C c ∈C
∈C

XX
ci ∈C cj

i

(2.2-13)

j

Let us denote the objective for the code pair ci and cj
f (c ) f (c )

ni j nj i
l(ci , cj ) = nij log σ(Vi · Wj ) + k f (ci )f (cj ) log σ(−Vi · Wj )
n

(2.2-14)

To optimize this, we define x = Vi · Wj and calculate the partial derivative with
respect to x as
f (c ) f (c )

ni j nj i
∂l
=nij σ(−x) − k f (ci )f (cj ) σ(x)
∂x
n

(2.2-15)

The partial derivative equals to 0 when the local objective reaches its optimum,


e2x − 


nij
k

f (c ) f (c )
ni j nj i
f (ci )f (cj )


− 1 ex −

n
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nij
k

f (c ) f (c )
ni j nj i
f (ci )f (cj )

n

=0

(2.2-16)

The solution is ex =

nij
f (cj ) f (c )
i
n
i
j
f (ci )f (cj )
n

, then

n

k

nij

x = Vi · Wj = log
k

f (cj ) f (c )
nj i
f (ci )f (cj )

= log

ni

nij nf (ci )f (cj )
f (cj ) f (ci )
nj

ni

− log k = typeP M Iij − log k (2.2-17)

n

which is our typeP M I between ci and cj minus a constant log k.
Since typePMI is better at characterizing the association between two codes, the
resulting code vectors of typeSkip-gram model should be better than Skip-gram of
(2.2-3) at measuring similarity between two codes.

2.3
2.3.1

Experiments
Dataset

The medical claims used in our experiments come from SEER-Medicare Linked
Database Warren et al. (2002b). In particular, our data contained inpatient, outpatient and carrier claims from 161,366 patients diagnosed with breast cancer from 2000
to 2010. From each claim we extracted a set of ICD-9 and CPT codes used in the
claim and disregarded any other information. Out dataset contains 13,977 medical
codes, including 7,291 ICD-9 diagnosis, 962 ICD-9 procedure and 5,624 CPT.

2.3.2

Experiment Design

Given our set of over 9 million medical claim records, we treated a record as
a document and for any code occurring in the record we assumed that all other
codes in the record represent its context. We used several methods to learn vector
representations of ICD-9 and CPT codes. As the baselines, we used:
SVD: We applied SVD on standard PPMI matrix which ignores types of codes.
Skip-gram: Using each record as a document, we used the Skip-gram algorithm
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with negative sampling, which samples negatives using probabilities that are insensitive to the type of the codes.
CBOW: We also used the continuous bag of words algorithm which is closely
related to Skip-gram. The main difference is that unlike Skip-gram, which predicts
context codes given the scanned code, CBOW predicts the scanned code given its
context codes.
Glove: Global vectors for word representations algorithm Pennington et al. (2014)
is trained on a logarithmic co-occurrence matrix.
We compared the above four baselines with our two proposed approaches, typeSVD
and typeSkip-gram.
The word2vec models (typeSkip-gram, Skip-gram, CBOW) rely on the gradient
descent algorithm. In all the experiments we used 60 iterations, as we empirically
observed that it is sufficient for the vector representation stabilize. The number of
negative samples was set to 5.
As shown in Figure 2.2, ICD-9 procedure and CPT codes both describe medical procedures performed by healthcare providers, while CPT has higher granularity.
Clinical researchers heavily rely on both ICD-9 procedure and CPT codes to identify treatment and corresponding cohorts from massive clinical data Bleicher et al.
(2016); Silber et al. (2013); Bleicher et al. (2012). However, it is time-consuming
and burdensome to identify the same concepts in different ontologies. For example,
physicians are more familiar with CPT codes and can easily find medical procedure
“mastectomy” is encoded as CPT code “19180” while they might have difficulty finding ICD-9 procedure codes corresponding to the same concept. Therefore, there is a
need to create translations between different ontologies. Currently there is a lack of
a reliable official mapping between different ontologies.
To evaluate whether our proposed multi-source code representation algorithms
could be helpful in finding correspondence between ICD-9 procedure codes and CPT
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Figure 2.2: A medical concept can be encoded into different medical codes in different
ontology systems.

codes, in this paper we used the gold standard mappings for procedures related to
breast cancer manually derived by clinical researchers Bleicher et al. (2012). This
mapping recognizes 18 procedures commonly used to treat breast cancer such as
excisional biopsy, mastectomy, and breast MRI. Clinical researchers rely on these
codes to identify patients diagnosed with breast cancer. For each procedure, a list of
the corresponding CPT and ICD-9 procedure codes is provided. A total of 149 CPT
codes and 58 ICD-9 procedure codes are listed in Table 2.1. For example, concept
group 17 “brain MRI” contains CPT codes “70551”-“70553” and ICD-9 procedure
code “8891”. Good vector representation should place closely related ICD-9 procedure
codes and CPT codes in the vicinity. Therefore, given ICD-9 code “8891”, users
should be able to easily find the CPT counterparts by nearest neighbor search in the
embedding space.
Since retrieving related codes among different ontologies is an information retrieval task, we used Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) Järvelin and
Kekäläinen (2002), a measure of ranking quality commonly used in information retrieval, to evaluate the quality of the resulting vector representations. For each of
the 18 concept groups from our gold standard we calculated two NDCG scores in the
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Table 2.1: ICD-9 procedures and CPT codes mapping dataset
Concept
Group

Procedure type

CPT

1

Excisional biopsy

19120 19125 19126

2

Lumpectomy/segmental
mastectomy

19160 19301

3

Masctectomy

19180 19303 19182 19304

4

Mastectomy and
lymph node
combined procedures

19240 19307
19220 19306
19200 19305

5

Lymph node excision
procedures

38500 38525 38530 38740
38745

6

Sentinel node injections

38792 38790 78195

7

General reconstruction

19324 19366

8

Implant reconstruction

19325 19340 19357

9

Autogenous tissue
flap reconstruction

19364 19361 19367 19369
69990

10

Chemotherapy
administration

11

Mammography

12
13
14

Ductography
galactography
Breast and axillary
ultrasound
Breast MRI

15

CT

16

PET and PET-CT

17
18

Bone scan
Brain MRI

96400 96401 96402 96405
96408 96409 96410 96411
96412 96413 96414 96415
96416 96417 96420 96422
96423 96425 96445 96450
96520 96521 96522 96523
96530 96542 96545 96549
76082 76083 76085 76090
76091 76092 77051 770557
7056 77057 G0202 G0203
G0204 G0205 G0206 G0207
G0236
19030 76086 76088 77053
77054
76645 76880
76093
76376
70450
70481
70488
71250
72126
72130
72192
73201
73702
76497
78811
78815
78999
78300
70551
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76094
76377
70460
70482
70490
71260
72127
72131
72193
73202
74150

ICD-9
procedure
8512 8520
8521 8522
8524 8525
8520 8521
8522 8523
8524 8525
8542 8541
8534 8536
8543 8544
8545 8546
8547
4011 4022
4023 4029
403 4051
4019 8519
9216
857
8533 8535
8553 8554
8595 8599
8571 8572
8573 8579
8584 8585

9925

8736 8737

8519
8873

77058 77059
70470
70486
70491
71270
72128
72132
72194
73700
74160

70480
70487
70492
72125
72129
72133
73200
73701
74170

78812 78813 78814
78816 78890 78891
G0235 G0253 G0254
78305 78306 78315
70552 70553

8897

8703 8741
8771 8801
8838

9218 9219
9214
8891

following way. Let us assume that k-th concept group includes n ICD-9 procedure
codes {icd1 , icd2 , ..., icdn } and m CPT codes {cpt1 , cpt2 , ..., cptm }.
Task 1 (CPT → ICD-9 procedure): For each CPT code cpti in concept group k,
find its p nearest ICD-9 procedure codes with the highest cosine similarities. ICD-9
code ranked at position q is assigned label rq = 1 if it is from the same concept group
k and rq = 0 otherwise. The N DCGp score of the CPT code cpti is calculated as

DCGp =

p
X

ri
log(i + 1)

i=1
n
X

IDCGp =

i=1

N DCGp =

1
log(i + 1)

(2.3-18)

DCGp
IDCGp

Assuming p > n, ICDG represents the upper bound on the value of DCG. N DCG
score ranges from 0 to 1. The higher the score, the better the ranking quality. N DCG
reaches 1 if n ICD-9 procedure codes in the same concept group are exactly the most
similar n codes of given CPT code. For each concept group, we report the average
N DCGp of all m CPT codes in that group.
Task 2 (ICD-9 procedure → CPT): Similarly to Task 1, for each ICD-9 procedure
code icdi in concept group k, find its p nearest CPT codes. We report the average
N DCGp of all ICD-9 procedure codes for each of the 18 concept groups.
2.3.3

Results

In Table 2.2 and Table 2.3, we show the summary results for Tasks 1 and 2. Each
entry in the tables is an average N DCG over all 18 concept groups for a given algorithm and a given choice of p. We report N DCG20 , N DCG50 and N DCG100 values.
The detailed results for each of the 18 groups are provided in Table 2.4 and Table 2.5.
The main observation is that the proposed multi-source algorithms typeSVD and
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Table 2.2: Average N DCGp of all concept groups on Task 1
SVD
Skip-gram
CBOW
Glove
typeSVD
typeSkip-gram

p=20
0.54
0.619
0.541
0.622
0.64
0.642

p=50
0.55
0.621
0.555
0.612
0.638
0.641

p=100
0.55
0.622
0.56
0.608
0.637
0.644

Table 2.3: Average N DCGp of all concept groups on Task 2
SVD
Skip-gram
CBOW
Glove
typeSVD
typeSkip-gram

p=20
0.391
0.504
0.365
0.443
0.582
0.557

p=50
0.442
0.51
0.398
0.456
0.569
0.585

p=100
0.459
0.536
0.416
0.454
0.588
0.576

typeSkip-gram are superior to the baselines on both tasks. This is a strong indicator
that paying attention to the types of codes can result in improved code representations for cross-referencing of medical codes. While the observed difference between
typeSVD and typeSkip-gram is rather small, it is interesting that Skip-gram is much
more accurate than SVD. The large improvement between SVD and typeSVD is an
indicator that SVD is much more vulnerable to the inaccurate PMI values than is
the Skip-gram to the choice of negative sampling probabilities. There is a relatively
small difference in the relative performance of the algorithms as a function of p.
To gain a further insight into the performance of our algorithms on the crossreferencing of medical codes, in table 2.6 we list the nearest 20 ICD-9 procedure
codes of CPT code “19120” described as “removal of breast lesion” and which is
assigned to the “excisional biopsy” concept group in the gold standard. The ranking
is based on vector representations obtained from typeSkip-gram algorithm.
It could be observed that five ICD-9 procedure codes from the same concept group
“excisional biopsy” are among the 20 nearest ICD-9 procedure codes of CPT code
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Table 2.4: Average N DCG50 of every concept groups on
Task 1

Group1
Group2
Group3
Group4
Group5
Group6
Group7
Group8
Group9
Group10
Group11
Group12
Group13
Group14
Group15
Group16
Group17
Group18
Average

SVD

Skip-gram

CBOW

Glove

0.594
0.747
0.641
0.77
0.688
0.674
0.221
0.71
0.556
0.426
0.533
0.296
0.482
0.225
0.314
0.601
0.612
0.81
0.55

0.685
0.721
0.785
0.764
0.871
0.606
0.207
0.799
0.592
0.419
0.645
0.493
0.473
0.301
0.391
0.42
1
1
0.621

0.667
0.586
0.586
0.83
0.722
0.664
0.104
0.806
0.656
0.295
0.642
0.21
0.593
0.04
0.37
0.223
1
1
0.555

0.666
0.737
0.695
0.859
0.767
0.686
0.315
0.727
0.592
0.365
0.82
0.097
0.531
0.254
0.458
0.567
1
0.877
0.612

Type
SVD
0.709
0.602
0.742
0.818
0.89
0.486
0.298
0.608
0.589
0.802
0.758
0.487
0.466
0.286
0.455
0.646
1
0.833
0.638

Type
Skip-gram
0.717
0.59
0.795
0.763
0.876
0.726
0.125
0.755
0.545
0.576
0.694
0.47
0.667
0.42
0.411
0.408
1
1
0.641

“19120”. The only missing ICD-9 code “85.25” was ranked as 65th. The N DCG20
score calculated using (2.3-18) for CPT code “19120” is 0.77. It is interesting to
observe that among the 20 nearest neighbors, 12 belong to other concept groups from
the gold standard and only 3 are not part of the gold standard. Those 12 related
codes are also related to breast cancer and their presence in the list indicates that
they occur in the similar context as CPT code “19120”. This result hints that a good
approach for cross-referencing of codes would be to produce a list of neighbors and
have human experts focus on those codes rather than having to make guesses or sift
through a much larger set of candidate codes.
Of the 3 ICD-9 codes not listed in the gold standard, two of them, “38.52” and
“86.3”, are also closely related to breast cancer related surgeries. However, code
“19.12” “Stapedectomy” is related to a surgical procedure of the middle ear in order
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Table 2.5: Average N DCG50 of every concept groups on
Task 2

Group1
Group2
Group3
Group4
Group5
Group6
Group7
Group8
Group9
Group10
Group11
Group12
Group13
Group14
Group15
Group16
Group17
Group18
Average

SVD

Skip-gram

CBOW

Glove

0.369
0.578
0.648
0.812
0.449
0.31
0.275
0.506
0.694
0.292
0.33
0.272
0.224
0
0.42
0.188
0.62
0.967
0.442

0.564
0.484
0.666
0.736
0.605
0.635
0.228
0.644
0.805
0.324
0.595
0
0.631
0
0.471
0.296
0.84
0.665
0.51

0.323
0.266
0.404
0.693
0.432
0.597
0.215
0.475
0.895
0.225
0.576
0
0.315
0
0.448
0.098
0.827
0.374
0.398

0.295
0.281
0.584
0.816
0.519
0.454
0.27
0.397
0.64
0.241
0.623
0
0.315
0.301
0.651
0.369
0.944
0.514
0.456

Type
SVD
0.449
0.488
0.578
0.676
0.523
0.499
0.315
0.492
0.576
0.779
0.811
0.462
1
0
0.584
0.213
0.851
0.947
0.569

Type
Skip-gram
0.526
0.215
0.612
0.728
0.69
0.705
0.224
0.585
0.671
0.367
0.75
0.177
1
0.366
0.7
0.327
0.877
1
0.585

to improve hearing. It clearly looks like an outlier. Interestingly, after a follow-up
study of claims that contain both this code and codes describing excisional biopsy,
it became apparent that this is a consequence of coding entry errors. In particular,
it seems that the coders are occasionally trying to enter CPT code “19120” into the
ICD-9 procedure field which allows only 4 numbers. Thus, they would enter only
the first 4 numbers (i.e., 1912) and this would end up being recorded as a middle
ear surgery. This interesting insight is another proof that vector representations by
the typeSkip-gram algorithm are of high quality and it also hints at another possible
application for discovery of coding errors.
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Table 2.6: Nearest 20 ICD-9 procedure codes of CPT code “19120” (Removal of
breast lesion), ranked by cosine similarity.
ICD-9
Codes
85.21
85.19
85.22
40.11
40.23
85.23

Concept
Group
1
6
1
5
5
2

40.19

6

40.3
40.51
85.41
85.43
38.52
85.12

5
5
3
4
NA
1

85.20

1

92.16

6

86.3

NA

85.24
40.29
40.22
19.12

1
5
5
NA

Description
Local excision of lesion of breast
Other diagnostic procedures on breast
Resection of quadrant of breast
Biopsy of lymphatic structure
Excision of axillary lymph node
Subtotal mastectomy
Other diagnostic procedures
on lymphatic structures
Regional lymph node excision
Radical excision of axillary lymph nodes
Unilateral simple mastectomy
Unilateral extended simple mastectomy
Ligation and stripping of varicose veins
Open biopsy of breast
Excision or destruction of breast tissue
not otherwise specified
Scan of lymphatic system
Other local excision or destruction of lesion
or tissue of skin and subcutaneous tissue
Excision of ectopic breast tissue
Simple excision of other lymphatic structure
Excision of internal mammary lymph node
stapedectomy
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2.4

Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a new approach to learn vector representations
of medical codes from medical claims coming from different types of providers. Our
first contribution was to propose a modification to the Pointwise Mutual Information
(PMI) measure between the codes and our second contribution was to propose a new
negative sampling method for word2vec model that is implicitly factorizing the modified PMI matrix. The new approach is evaluated on the cross-referencing between
ICD-9 and CPT coding ontologies using a gold standard expert mapping related to
breast cancer. Our results indicate that vector representations of codes learned by
the proposed approach outperform the baselines. This indicates that paying attention to the code types is very useful when dealing with medical claims of different
types. Future work can use the proposed method on the problem of cross-referencing
of ICD-9 and ICD-10 codes, which is an important problem considering the recent
switch from ICD-9 to ICD-10 ontology and the presence of many medical claim and
electronic health record data sets that contain a mix of records before and after the
switch. More generally, the proposed method is applicable to embedding of items
contained in heterogeneous types of data sets, where the distribution of items being
embedded differs among the sources.
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CHAPTER 3

EHR PHENOTYPING VIA JOINTLY
EMBEDDING MEDICAL CONCEPTS AND
WORDS INTO A UNIFIED VECTOR SPACE

3.1

Introduction

Electronic health record (EHR) systems are used by medical providers to streamline the workflow and enable sharing of patient data with different providers. Beyond
that primary billing purpose, EHR data have been used in healthcare research for
exploratory and predictive analytics in problems such as risk prediction Yan et al.
(2005); Krumholz et al. (2006); Klabunde et al. (2000) and retrospective epidemiologic
studies Levitan et al. (1999); Taylor et al. (2009); Schneeweiss et al. (2001). Important challenges in those studies include cohort identification Nattinger et al. (2004);
Winkelmayer et al. (2005), which refers to finding a set of patients receiving a specific treatment or having a specific diagnosis, and patient phenotyping Warren et al.
(2002b); Halpern et al. (2016), which refers to identifying conditions and treatments
for given diseases from patients’ longitudinal records.
EHR data are heterogeneous collections of both structured and unstructured information. In order to store data in a structured way, several ontologies have been developed to describe diagnoses and treatments, among which the most popular coding
classification systems is the International Classification of Diseases (e.g., ICD-9, ICD10). ICD codes provide alpha-numeric encoding of patient diagnosis and conditions.
On the other hand, the unstructured clinical notes contain various more nuanced in26

formation (e.g., the history of patient’s illness and medication, lifestyle, medications
given), which creates challenges for designing effective algorithms to transform data
into meaningful representations that can be efficiently interpreted and used in health
care applications. Various studies manage to discover knowledge from these free-text
clinical notes. Wang et al. proposed a token matching algorithm to map medical
expressions in clinical notes into a structured medical terminology Wang and Patrick
(2008). Pivovarov et al. developed a probabilistic graphical model to infer phenotypes described by medical codes, words and other clinical observations Pivovarov
et al. (2015). Joshi et al. proposed a non-negative matrix factorization method to
generate latent factors defined by clinical words Joshi et al. (2016).
The success of extracting knowledge from clinical notes often requires the application of natural language processing (NLP) techniques. Learning distributed representations of words using neural network based models has been shown to be very
useful in many NLP tasks. These models represent words as vectors and place vectors
of words that occur in similar contexts in a neighborhood of each other. Among the
existing models, Mikolov’s word2vec model Mikolov et al. (2013) is among the most
popular due to its simplicity and effectiveness in learning word representations from
a large amount of data. Several studies applied word2vec on clinical notes data to
produce effective clinical word representations for various applications Moen et al.
(2015); Wu et al. (2015); De Vine et al. (2014); Amunategui et al. (2015a,0); Henriksson (2015).
While word2vec was initially designed for handling text, recent studies demonstrate that word2vec could learn representations of other types of data, including
medical codes from EHR data Choi et al. (2016d,0,0); Gligorijevic et al. (2016b).
Choi et al. used word2vec to learn the vector representations of medical codes using longitudinal medical records and show that the related codes indeed have similar
vector representations Choi et al. (2016d). Choi et al. designed a multi-layer per-
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ceptron to learn representations of medical codes for predicting future clinical events
and clinical risk groups Choi et al. (2016a). Gligorijevic et al. used word2vec to
phenotype sepsis patients Gligorijevic et al. (2016b) and Choi et al. fed code representation learned by word2vec into a recurrent neural network to predict heart failure
Choi et al. (2017b). The limitation of those studies is that they focused only on
representation of medical codes and did not utilize other sources of information from
EHR data. Henriksson et al. applied word2vec to learn the vector representations of
medical codes and words in clinical notes separately, and used both of them to predict
adverse drug events Henriksson et al. (2015,0). As they embed medical codes and
words into two different spaces, their learned representations are not able to capture
relationship between words and codes, which is exploited in our proposed method.
In this paper Bai et al. (2017,0), we propose JointSkip-gram model: a novel
joint learning scheme for word2vec model which embeds both diagnosis medical codes
and words from clinical notes in the same continuous vector space. The resulting
representations capture not only similarity between codes or words themselves, but
also similarity between codes and words. We believe many clinical tasks can be
viewed as measuring similarity between codes and words. For example, text-based
phenotyping Pivovarov et al. (2015); Joshi et al. (2016) is the process of discovering
the most representative words for diagnostic medical concepts. On the other hand,
given a collection of words, such as clinical notes, the automatic code assignment
task Wang and Patrick (2008) aims to automatically assign diagnosis and procedure
medical codes and thus reduce human coding effort. In this paper we illustrate
that it is possible to obtain representation of words and codes in the same vector
space and that the resulting representations are very informative. To achieve this
objective, directly applying word2vec and related algorithms may not be appropriate
since codes and words are located in different parts of EHR and have different forms
and properties. Our proposed model is designed to tackle the heterogeneous nature of
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EHR data and build a connection between medical codes and words in clinical notes.
In our experiments, we questioned if our representations are able to discover meaningful text-based phenotypes for different medical concepts. We compared our proposed model with Labeled LDA Ramage et al. (2009), a supervised counterpart of
Latent Dirichlet Allocation (LDA) Blei et al. (2003), which has been applied previously to clinical data analysis Chan et al. (2013); Arnold et al. (2010); Ghassemi et al.
(2014). The results show that our representations indeed capture the relationship between words and codes. Additionally, we show that our method is able to identify
common medicines and treatments for different diseases. We also construct patient
representations and test the predictive power of the representations on the task of
predicting patient diagnosis of the next visit given information from the current visit.
The results show that representations learned by our approach outperform several
baseline methods.
In the next section, we describe our method called JointSkip-gram. In section 3.3
we explain experimental design and compare our model with the baselines. Section
3.4 contains conclusions and discussion of future research directions.

3.2

Method

In this section, we first formulate the problem setup. Then we overview Skipgram Mikolov et al. (2013), the architecture contained in word2vec toolkit designed
for learning representations of natural language words, which is also the basis of our
method. Finally, we explain the proposed JointSkip-gram model.

3.2.1

Basic Problem Setup

Let us assume a dataset is a collection of patient visits. Each visit S is a pair
(D, N ) where D consists of an unordered set of medical diagnosis codes {c1 , c2 , c3 ..., cn }
summarizing patient’s health conditions during the visit, and N consists of an ordered
29

Figure 3.1: The framework of Skip-gram. Each word is used to predict its neighbours
in a small context window. In this example the size of context window is 2.
sequence of words from clinical notes recorded during the visit (w1 , w2 , w3 ..., wm ). We
denote the size of the code vocabulary C as |C| and the size of the word vocabulary
W as |W |.

3.2.2

Preliminary: Skip-gram

Figure 3.1 illustrates the framework of Skip-gram. Given a word sequence (w1 , w2 , w3 ..., wm ),
Skip-gram relies on scanning it sequentially. For every scanned word wi , the loglikelihood of the words within its context window of a predefined size q is calculated
as
X

log p(wj |wi )

(3.2-1)

i−q≤j≤i+q,j6=i

where p(wj |wi ) is the conditional probability of seeing word wj within the context of
word wi . It is defined as a softmax function

p(wj |wi ) = P

eVwi ·Uwj
Vwi ·Uwk
wk ∈W e

(3.2-2)

where Vwi is a T -dimensional vector providing the input representation of word wi
and Uwj is a T -dimensional vector providing the context representation of word wj .
After training, skip-gram provides two matrices: the input word matrix V ∈ R|W |×T
and the context word matrix U ∈ R|W |×T . Input word representation Vwi is typically
assumed to be a desired representation of word wi to be used in subsequent predictive
or descriptive tasks.
To find the input and context vector representations of the words from the vo-
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cabulary, a stochastic gradient algorithm could be used to maximize the objective
function (3.2-1).
Maximizing (3.2-1) is computationally expensive since the denominator

P

wk ∈W

eVwi Uwk

in (3.2-2) sums over all words wk ∈ W . Instead of maximizing (3.2-1), Mikolov et
al. proposed the skip-gram with negative sampling (SGNS) Mikolov et al. (2013),
which replaces log p(wj |wi ) in (3.2-1) with the sum of two logarithmic probabilities
as follows. For each scanned word wi , the objective function is rewritten as
X
i−q≤j≤i+q
j6=i

(log p(wi , wj ) +

X

log(1 − p(wi , wN )))

(3.2-3)

wN ∈Wneg

where probability p(wi , wj ) is defined as sigmoid function σ(Vwi · Uwj ):

p(wi , wj ) = σ(Vwi · Uwj ) =

1
1+e

−Vwi ·Uwj

(3.2-4)


and Wneg = wk ∼ Pw |k = 1, ..., K is the set of “negative words” that are sampled
from a frequency distribution Pw over the word vocabulary W , where K is the number
of randomly generated words for each context word. The assumption is that words
sampled from the frequency distribution Pw are not likely to co-occur with the scanned
word and therefore treated as “negative samples”. The first term of (3.2-3) is the
probability that a scanned word and its context word are observed co-occurring in
the dataset, the second term of (3.2-3) is the probability that a scanned word and
“negative words” in Wneg are not observed co-occurring in the dataset. By maximizing
(3.2-3), the dot product between frequently co-occurring words will become large and
the dot product between rarely co-occurring words will become small.
The objective of Skip-gram is to find vector representations of words. In the
resulting T -dimensional vector space, related words will be placed in the vicinity of
each other, so their cosine similarity will be high.
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Figure 3.2: Each code is used to predict all other codes and words in the same visit.

Figure 3.3: Each word is used to predict all codes in the same visit and its neighbour
words in a small context window to keep its syntactic properties.
3.2.3

Proposed Model: JointSkip-gram

In the Skip-gram model, each scanned word is used to predict its neighbor words
in the sequence.

However, unlike the sequence of words in clinical notes N =

(w1 , w2 , w3 ..., wm ), medical diagnoses D = {c1 , c2 , c3 ..., cn } are an unordered set of
medical codes. Therefore, context of code ci should include all other codes in the
same visit: {cj |1 ≤ j ≤ n, j 6= i}. Medical diagnosis can be viewed as a “bag” of
patient’s health conditions during a visit. The semantics of a medical code can be
inferred from other codes in the same bag. Furthermore, since both medical codes and
clinical notes reflect a patient’s condition, there is also a relationship between them.
For example, if a patient is assigned ICD-9 code “174” (female breast neoplasm),
the clinical notes are likely to mention the patient’s surgery (e.g., mastectomy or
lumpectomy) and the shape and size of a tumor.
To learn a relationship between medical codes and words in clinical notes, as
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shown in Figure 3.2, in JointSkip-gram, every code in D is scanned and each scanned
code ci is used to predict not only other codes in D, but also all words in N . The
log-likelihood of code ci can be expressed as
X

X

log p(cj |ci ) +

1≤j≤n
j6=i

log p(wj |ci )

(3.2-5)

1≤j≤m

Similarly to Skip-gram, the probabilities p(cj |ci ) and p(wj |ci ) are defined as softmax
functions
eVci ·Ucj
Vci ·Uck
ck ∈C e

(3.2-6)

eVci ·Uwj
Vci ·Uwk
wk ∈W e

(3.2-7)

p(cj |ci ) = P
and
p(wj |ci ) = P

Since we jointly learn vector representations of codes and words, matrices V ∈
R(|W |+|C|)×T and U ∈ R(|W |+|C|)×T include representations of both words and codes.
After scanning every code in D, JointSkip-gram proceeds by scanning the word
sequence N . As shown in Figure 3.3, each scanned word wi in N is used to predict
words within its context window of a predefined size q. Each scanned word wi is
also used to predict all codes in D. The resulting log-likelihood of word wi can be
expressed as
X

log p(wj |wi ) +

X

log p(cj |wi )

(3.2-8)

1≤j≤n

i−q≤j≤i+q
j6=i

in which
p(wj |wi ) = P

eVwi ·Uwj
Vwi ·Uwk
wk ∈W e

(3.2-9)

eVwi ·Ucj
Vwi ·Uck
ck ∈C e

(3.2-10)

and
p(cj |wi ) = P

Maximizing the sum of objective functions (3.2-5) and (3.2-8) over the whole set of
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visits in the dataset is computationally expensive since in (3.2-6), (3.2-7), (3.2-9) and
(3.2-10), the denominators sum over all words in W and all codes in C. Like SGSN
Mikolov et al. (2013), we propose negative sampling version of JointSkip-gram. Instead of calculating softmax function, negative sampling method use computationally
inexpensive sigmoid function to represent the probability that two words or codes are
observed co-occurring in the dataset. For each scanned code ci , the negative sampling
objective function becomes
X

(log p(ci , cj ) +

log(1 − p(ci , cN )))

cN ∈Cneg

1≤j≤n
j6=i

+

X

(3.2-11)

X

(log p(ci , wj ) +

1≤j≤m

X

log(1 − p(ci , wN )))

wN ∈Wneg

where
p(ci , cj ) = σ(Vci · Ucj ) =

1
1+e

−Vci ·Ucj

(3.2-12)

and
p(ci , wj ) = σ(Vci · Uwj ) =

1
1+e

−Vci ·Uwj

(3.2-13)


Cneg = ck ∼ Pc |k = 1, ..., K is the set of “negative codes” that are sampled from a

frequency distribution Pc over the code vocabulary C and Wneg = wk ∼ Pw |k = 1, ..., K
is the set of “negative words” that are sampled from a frequency distribution Pw over
the word vocabulary W , where K is the number of randomly generated negative
samples. By maximizing (3.2-11), the objective is to increase the probabilities of
co-occurring pairs p(ci , cj ) and p(ci , wj ) while decreasing the probabilities of random
pairs p(ci , cN ) and p(ci , wN ).
Similarly, for each scanned word wi , the negative sampling objective criterion
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becomes:
X

(log p(wi , wj ) +

i−q≤j≤i+q
j6=i

+

X

(log p(wi , cj ) +

1≤j≤n

X

log(1 − p(wi , wN )))

wN ∈Wneg

(3.2-14)
X

log(1 − p(wi , cN )))

cN ∈Cneg

where
p(wi , wj ) = σ(Vwi · Uwj ) =

1
1+e

−Vwi ·Uwj

(3.2-15)

and
p(wi , cj ) = σ(Vwi · Ucj ) =

1
1 + e−Vwi ·Ucj

(3.2-16)

Cneg and Wneg are the same as in (3.2-11). By maximizing (3.2-14), the probabilities
of co-occurring pairs p(wi , wj ) and p(wi , cj ) will be large and the probabilities of
random pairs p(wi , wN ) and p(wi , cN ) will be small.
Similarly to Skip-gram, stochastic gradient descent algorithm is applied to find
vector representations of codes and words which maximize (3.2-11) and (3.2-14). The
input vector representation matrix V is used as the resulting representation of words
and codes. In the resulting vector space, similarity of two vectors is measured using
cosine similarity. The vectors of similar codes or words should be close to each other.
Since JointSkip-gram represents codes and words in the same vector space, the words
related to a given diagnostic code should be placed in its vicinity.

3.3
3.3.1

Experiments
Dataset Description

MIMIC-III Dataset: The MIMIC-III Critical Care Database Johnson et al.
(2016) is a publicly-available database which contains de-identified health records of
46, 518 patients who stayed in the Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center’s Intensive
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Units from 2001 to 2012. The dataset contains both structured health records data
and unstructured clinical notes data.
We used EHR data from all patients in the dataset. The total number of patient
visits is 58, 597. On average, each patient has 1.26 visits, 38, 991 patients have a
single visit, 5, 151 have two visits, and 2, 376 patients have 3 or more visits. For each
visit, the average number of the recorded ICD-9 diagnosis codes is 11 and the average
number of words in clinical notes is 7, 898. For each patient visit, we aggregated all
diagnosis codes and clinical notes.
Preprocessing: For each EHR in the dataset we are only focusing on the clinical
notes and ICD-9 diagnosis codes. Each clinical note is preprocessed in the following
way. All digits and stop words are removed. The typos are filtered using a standard
English vocabulary in PyEnchant, a Python library for spell checking1 . For representation learning, rare words are normally filtered out since they do not appear often
enough to learn accurate representations. Therefore, all words whose frequency is
less than 50 are removed. The resulting number of unique words is 14, 302. Furthermore, the total number of unique ICD-9 diagnosis codes in the dataset is 6, 984.
Codes whose frequency is less than 5 are removed. The number of remaining codes is
3, 874. Since some codes are still relatively rare for learning meaningful representations, we exploited the hierarchical tree structure of ICD-9 codes and grouped them
by their first three digits. For example, ICD-9 codes “2901” (presenile dementia),
“2902” (senile dementia with delusional or depressive) and “2903” (senile dementia
with delirium) are grouped into a single code “290” (dementias). The size of final
codes vocabulary is 752.
Training and Test Patients We split the patients into training and test sets.
All 38, 991 patients with a single visit are placed in the training set. Of the 7, 527
patients with 2 or more visits, we randomly assign 80% of them (6, 015 patients) to
1
Many medical words are not in the standard English vocabulary, including medicine and treatments for a disease, we discuss this in 3.3.4
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the training set and 20% of them (1, 512 patients) to the test set. Whole training set
is used for learning representations. For the task of predicting the next visit in 3.3.5,
we exclude patients with only a single visit since this task requires patients to have
at least two visits.

3.3.2

Training JointSkip-gram Model

EHRs of patients from the training set are used to learn a JointSkip-gram model.
For each visit we created a (D, N ) pair, as explained in 3.2.1. There are 54, 965 such
pairs in the training data. The size T of vectors representing codes and words is set to
200. Stochastic gradient algorithm with negative sampling maximizing (11) and (14)
is set to loop through all the training data 40 times because we empirically observed
that it is sufficient for the algorithm to converge. The number of negative samples
is set to 5 and the size of the window for word context in the clinical notes is set to
5. As a result, each of the 7, 898 words and 752 ICD-9 codes are represented as 200dimensional vectors in a joint vector space. Before applying JointSkip-gram model,
we used a small portion (∼10%) of clinical notes to pretrain word representations as
we observed this improves our final representations.
To evaluate the quality of vector representations, we performed two types of experiments: (1) phenotype and treatment discovery by evaluating associations between
codes and words in the vector space, (2) testing the predictive power of the vector representations on the task of predicting medical codes of the next visit. The following
two subsections explain these experiments in detail.

3.3.3

Phenotype Discovery

Text-based phenotyping discovery can be viewed as finding representative words
for given diseases encoded as medical codes. For a given ICD-9 diagnosis code, we
retrieve 15 words which are its nearest neighbors in the vector space. The retrieved
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words are expected to be related to the ICD-9 code.
As an alternative to JointSkip-gram, we use labeled latent Dirichlet allocation (LLDA) Ramage et al. (2009), a supervised version of LDA Blei et al. (2003).
In LLDA, there is a one-to-one correspondence between topics and labels. LLDA
assumes there are multiple labels associated with each document and assigns each
word a probability that it corresponds to each label. LLDA can be naturally adapted
to our case by treating medical codes as labels and clinical notes as documents. For
a given ICD-9 diagnosis code we retrieve 15 words with the highest probabilities and
compare those words with the 15 words obtained by JointSkip-gram.
We consulted domain experts about the qualities of extracted phenotypes. First,
we selected 6 diverse ICD-9 codes in the EHR data that cover both acute and chronic
diseases as well as common and less common diseases. The 6 ICD-9 codes are listed in
Table 3.1, together with their description and frequency in the training set. Then, for
each of the 6 ICD-9 codes, we found the most similar 15 words using JointSkip-gram
and LLDA approaches. Table 3.1 shows the list of 15 selected words by both methods
for the 6 ICD-9 codes. For each ICD-9 diagnosis code, we presented the two lists in a
random order to a medical expert and asked two questions: (1) which list is a better
representative of the diagnosis code, and (2) which words in each list are not highly
related to the given diagnosis code. We recruited four physicians from the Fox Chase
Cancer Center as medical experts for the evaluation.
The evaluation results are summarized in Table 3.2. As could be seen, all 4 experts
agreed that JointSkip-gram words are a better representative for ICD-9 codes 570,
348, and 311. For the remaining 3 codes (174, 295, 042), the experts were split, but
on none of them the majority went with the LLDA words. Looking at the average
number of unrelated words identified by the experts, we can observe that the experts
found much less unrelated words in the JointSkip-gram groups than in the LLDA
groups for all 6 ICD-9 diagnosis codes.
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For ICD-9 code “570” (acute liver failure), JointSkip-gram finds “liver”, “hepatic”,
“cirrhosis”, which are directly related to acute liver failure. Most other words in the
JointSkip-gram list are indirectly related to liver failure, such as “alcoholic”, which
explains one of the primary reasons for liver damage. On the other hand, LLDA can
hardly capture related words, as evidenced by an average of 9.25 words that experts
found unrelated. Among those unrelated words we find “cooling”, “sun”, “arctic”,
“rewarmed”, “cooled”, “rewarming”, “coded”, “continue”, and “prognosis”.
For ICD-9 code “174” (female breast cancer), “295” (Schizopherenic disorders)
and “042” (HIV), both Joint-Skipgram and LLDA find highly representative words,
although LLDA captures more unrelated words. One of our experts commented that
several words found by JointSkip-gram are diseases which are likely to co-occur with
the given disease. For example, JointSkip-gram finds “melanoma” for female breast
cancer and “herpes”, “chlamydia”, “syphilis” for HIV. This suggests that JoinSkipgram captures the hidden relationships between diseases, which would make it suitable
for comorbidities discovery.
For code “311” (depressive disorder), both JointSkip-gram and LLDA have difficulties in finding related words. According to the feedback from one of our experts,
only “abuse”, “hallucinations”, “alcohol”, “overdose”, “depression” and “thiamine”2
found by JointSkip-gram are related to the disease while only “depression”, “tablet”,
“capsule” found by LLDA are recognizably related to depression. We hypothesize
that for common diseases (e.g., “depression” and “hypertension”), which are not the
primary diagnosis or relevant to treating the main reason for the ER visit, physicians
are not likely to discuss them in clinical notes. Thus, it is difficult for any algorithm
to discover words from clinical notes related to such diagnoses.
2

Depression is a common symptom of thiamine deficiency.
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3.3.4

Treatment Discovery

There are many nonstandard English terms used in medical notes to describe
medical treatments, medicines, and diagnoses. These nonstandard words are not
part of PyEnchant standard English vocabulary we used for preprocessing, but they
could have significant meaning. Hence, we repeated our experiments by including all
words occurring more than 50 times. The resulting vocabulary increased to 33,336
unique words.
After running our Joint-Skipgram model on the new dataset, we looked at the
representative words for each diagnosis code. Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 show the 15
nearest clinical note words in the vector space to ICD-9 codes “570” and “174”,
respectively. We can observe that many retrieved words are different from those in
Table 3.1 for codes “570” and “174”. The words that also appear in Table 3.1 are
marked with italic font in Table 3.3 and Table 3.4.
A close look into Table 3.3 and Table 3.4 reveals that most neighbors are specific
medical terminology words describing drugs or treatments related to the diagnosis.
For example, words “crrt”, “levophed”, “rifaximin”, and “transplant” in Table 3.3, are
related to treatment of acute liver failure. Similarly, words “xcloda”, “tamoxifen”,
“carboplatin”, “taxol”, “compazine” in Table 3.4 are related to cancer treatment.
Therefore, including nonstandard words to our vocabulary enabled us to connect
specialized medical terms with particular ICD9 diagnosis codes.

3.3.5

Predictive Evaluation

In this subsection we construct patient representations and evaluate the quality of
the vector representations of words and medical codes through predictive modeling.
We adopt the evaluation approach used in Choi et al. (2016b), which predicts medical
codes of the next visit given the information from the current visit. Specifically, given
two consecutive visits of a patient, we use information of the current visit (i.e., medi-
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cal codes and clinical notes) to predict medical codes that will be assigned during the
next visit. In the previous work on this topic, the authors of Choi et al. (2016d,0);
Esteban et al. (2016) used medical codes as features for prediction. In our evaluation,
we use both medical codes and clinical notes to create predictive features. To generate
a feature vector for the current visit, we find the average JointSkip-gram vector representation of the diagnosis codes in the current visit and the average JointSkip-gram
vector representation of the words used in clinical notes. Then, we concatenate those
two averaged vectors. We call this method Concatenation-JointSG, we compare
it with the following five baselines:
Concatenation-One: We concatenate the one-hot vector of medical codes and
the one-hot vector of clinical notes for each visit. In the one-hot vector of each visit,
words and codes which occur in the visit are encoded as 1, otherwise 0.
SVD: We apply singular vector decomposition (SVD) to Concatenation-One representations to generate dense representations of visits.
LDA: Using latent Dirichlet allocation (LDA) Blei et al. (2003), each document
is represented as a topic probability vector. This vector is used as the visit representation. To apply LDA, for each visit we create a document that consists of
concatenation of a list of medical diagnosis codes and clinical notes. We note that
LLDA is not suitable for this task since its topic only contain words.
Codes-JointSG: To evaluate the predictive power of medical codes, we create
the features of the current visit as the average JointSkip-gram vector representation
of the diagnosis codes.
Words-JoinSG: To evaluate the predictive power of clinical notes, we create the
features of the current visit as the average JointSkip-gram vector representation of
the words in clinical notes.
To test if JointSkip-gram vector representation have advantage over those of Skipgram, in addition to the above five baselines, we trained Skip-gram on clinical notes
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and on medical codes separately. The resulting vector representations are not in the
same vector space. We use Skip-gram representations to construct 3 more groups of
features:
Codes-SG: The features of the current visit are the average Skip-gram vector
representation of the diagnosis codes.
Words-SG: The features of the current visit are the average Skip-gram vector
representation of the words in clinical notes.
Concatenation-SG: We concatenate the features from Codes-SG and Words-SG.
Given a set of features describing the current visit, we use softmax to predict
medical codes of the next visit. Assume the feature vector of the current visit is
xt , the size of code vocabulary is |C| and Z ∈ R(|C|×|xt |) is the weight matrix of
softmax function. The probability that the next visit yt+1 contains medical code ci is
calculated as
eZi ·xt
Zk ·xt
ck ∈C e

p(yt+1 (ci ) = 1) = P

We use Top-k recall Choi et al. (2016b) to measure the predictive performance,
because it mimics the behavior of doctors who list most probable diagnoses according
to a patient’s status. For each current visit, softmax recommends k codes with the
highest probabilities and Top-k recall is calculated as

Top-k recall =

the number of true positives in k codes
the number of all positives

In the experiment, we test Top-k recall when k = 20, k = 30, and k = 40.
Training details: To create features for all proposed models (Skip-gram, JointSkipgram, LDA, SVD), we use the training set. To train the Skip-gram model, we use 40
iterations, use 5 negative samples and the window size 5, the same as for JointSkipgram. For SVD and LDA, we set the maximum number of iterations to 1000 to
guarantee convergence. For JointSkip-gram, Skip-gram, SVD and LDA, we set the
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dimensionality of feature vectors to 200.
To train the softmax model, we create the labeled set using only patients with
2 or more visits in our training set. We sort all visits of each such patient by the
admission time. Given two consecutive visits, we use the former to create features and
the latter to create the labels. As a result, the labeled set used to train the softmax
model has 9, 955 labeled examples and the test set has 2, 489 labeled examples. The
softmax model for next visit prediction are is trained for 100 epochs using a stochastic
gradient algorithm to minimize the categorical cross entropy loss function.
Table 3.5 shows the performance of softmax models that use different sets of
features. A model using Concatenation-JointSG features outperforms other baselines
in all three Top-k measures.
The results also demonstrate that both medical codes and clinical notes in ConcatenationJointSG contribute to the prediction of future visit, since using the concatenation
of word representations and code representations outperforms both Codes-JointSG
and Words-JointSG. While Codes-JointSG achieves considerably high recall, WordsJointSG performs relatively less well. The lower accuracy of Words-JointSG likely
indicates that using the average of word vectors might not be the best strategy to
use clinical note information. The future direction could be in using a neural network (NN) such as convolutional NN or recurrent NN to better capture information
contained in clinical notes.
Figure 3.4 shows a comparison between JointSkip-gram and Skip-gram features.
In the figure, features generated by JointSkip-gram outperforms their counterparts
generated by Skip-gram. While the differences between Words-JointSG and WordsSG are not very large, Codes-JointSG and Concatenation-JointSG significantly outperform Codes-SG and Concatenation-SG, respectively. This strongly indicates that
JointSkip-gram not only captures the relationship between medical codes and words,
but also learns improved word and code representations.
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Figure 3.4: Top-k recall (k=20, 30 and 40) for JointSkip-gram and Skip-gram. The
error bars indicate the standard error.
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3.4

Conclusion

In this paper, we proposed JointSkip-gram algorithm to jointly learn representation of words from clinical notes and diagnosis codes in EHR. JointSkip-gram exploits
the relationship between diagnosis codes and clinical notes in the same visit and represents them in the same vector space. The experimental results demonstrate that
the resulting code and word representation can be used to discover meaningful phenotypes and treatments for given diseases. They also show that the representations
learned by the joint model are useful for construction of patient features. The future work should consider applying joint representations to a broader range of tasks,
such as cohort identification and automatic code assignment. It will be worthwhile
to explore more advanced prediction models such as deep neural networks.
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Table 3.1: Most important 15 words (ranked by importance) for ICD-9 codes “570”,
“174”, “295”, “348”, “311”, “042”. Disease description and frequency are listed in
the brackets.
570 (Acute liver
JointSkip-gram
liver
hepatic
cirrhosis
rising
markedly
shock
lactate
encephalopathy
amps
picture
rise
elevated
cirrhotic
bicarb
alcoholic

failure, 1067)
LLDA
arrest
pea
cooling
sun
arctic
rewarmed
cooled
atrophine
dopamine
rewarming
cardiac
coded
continue
prognosis
ems

174 (Female breast cancer, 139)
JointSkip-gram LLDA
metastatic
breast
mets
pres
cancer
mastectomy
breast
flap
metastases
mets
malignant
ca
metastasis
cancer
oncologist
metastatic
oncology
chemotherapy
chemotherapy
malignant
infiltrating
oncologist
palliative
polumoprhic
tumor
reversible
melanoma
mastectomies
mastectomy
crisis

295 (Schizophrenic disorders, 691)
JointSkip-gram LLDA
schizophrenia
schizophrenia
psych
paranoid
bipolar
psych
suicide
psychiatric
psychiatry
disorders
kill
personality
paranoid
hiss
ideation
guardian
psychiatrist
psychiatry
hypothyhallucinations
roidism
psychosis
home
personality
aloe
sitter
arrest
disorder
pt
abuse
unresponsive

348 (conditons of brain, 3781)
JointSkip-gram LLDA
hemorrhagic
arrest
herniation
herniation
temporal
unresponsive
cerebral
corneal
brain
pupils
hemorrhage
brain
parietal
cooling
ganglia
posturing
occipital
head

311 (Depressive disorder, 3431)
JointSkip-gram LLDA
patient
depression

042 (HIV, 538)
JointSkip-gram
aids

abuse

tablet

viral

hallucinations
withdrawal
ingestion
questionable

blood
daily
campus
mg

thiamine

garage

remote
alcohol
significant
overdose
prior
apparent
depression
although

capsule
building
parking
one
discharge
normal
east
coherent

fungal
opportunistic
bacterial
disseminated
immunodeficiency
tuberculosis
organisms
herpes
undetectable
acyclovir
detectable
chlamydia
syphilis
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extension

hemorrhage

surrounding
head
effacement
ataxia
burr

noxious
family
prognosis
pea
gag

LLDA
aids
immunodeficiency
virus
human
viral
load
cooling
partner
acyclovir
thrush
fevers
induced
antigen
pneumonia
blanket

Table 3.2: Evaluation results by clinical experts.
# of experts who think the method is better than the other
ICD-9 codes 570 174 295 348 311 042
JointSkip-gram 4
2
3
4
4
2
LLDA
0
2
1
0
0
2
Average # of unrelated words across experts
ICD-9 codes 570 174 295 348 311 042
JointSkip-gram 2.25 0.75 0.75 1.25 3.25 0.75
LLDA
9.25 1.75 3
3.75 6.5
2.75

Table 3.3: Most important 15 words (including nonstandard English words) (ranked
by importance) for ICD-9 codes 570
ICD-9: 570 (Acute liver failure)
Word
Description
liver
an organ that produces biochemicals necessary for
digestion
renal
relating to the kidneys
hepatorenal a life-threatening medical condition that consists of
rapid deterioration in kidney
crrt
CRRT is a dialysis modality used to treat critically ill,
hospitalized patients
vasopressin a hormone synthesized
shock
shock liver is a condition defined as an acute liver injury
failure
liver failure can occur gradually
levophed
injection
ascites
ascites is the abnormal buildup of fluid in the abdomen
oliguric
a urine output
pigtail
pigtail drainage is used for liver abscess
transplant
liver transplant is a surgical procedure
rifaximin
antibiotic
cirrhosis
cirrhosis is a late stage of scarring (fibrosis) of the liver
hepatic
relating to the liver.
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Table 3.4: Most important 15 words (including nonstandard English words) (ranked
by importance) for ICD-9 codes 174
ICD-9: 174 (Female breast cancer)
Word
Description
xeloda
a prescription medicine used to treat people with cancer
tamoxifen
a medication that is used to prevent breast cancer
metastatic
a pathogenic agent’s spread from an primary site to a
different site
chemotherapy a treatment by the use of chemical substances
cancer
a disease in which abnormal cells divide uncontrollably
and destroy body tissue
carboplatin
it is used to treat ovarian cancer
onc
abbreviations of oncologist
oncologist
a doctor who treats cancer
taxol
it belongs to a class of chemotherapy drugs is the
abnormal buildup of fluid in the abdomen
chemo
short form of chemotherapy
gemcitabine
gemcitabine is an anti-cancer
mets
abbreviations of metastasis
compazine
this medication is used to treat severe nausea
palliative
a medical care for relieving pain
metastases
the development of secondary malignant growths

Table 3.5: Performance of predicting medical codes of the next visit. The average
and standard error of Top-k recall (k=20, 30, 40) are provided.
Model
Concatenation-One
SVD
LDA
Codes-JointSG
Words-JointSG
Concatenation-JointSG

Top-20 recall
0.489±0.004
0.478±0.004
0.431±0.004
0.499±0.003
0.437±0.004
0.506±0.003
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Top-30 recall
0.590±0.004
0.588±0.004
0.530±0.004
0.592±0.003
0.536±0.004
0.599±0.003

Top-40 recall
0.661±0.004
0.652±0.004
0.605±0.004
0.662±0.003
0.609±0.004
0.670±0.003

CHAPTER 4

INTERPRETABLE REPRESENTATION
LEARNING FOR HEALTHCARE VIA
CAPTURING DISEASE PROGRESSION
THROUGH TIME

4.1

Introduction

Electronic Health Records (EHRs) are the richest available source of information about patients, their conditions, treatments, and outcomes. EHRs consist of
a heterogeneous set of formats, such as free text (e.g., progress notes, medical history), structured data (demographics, vital signs, diagnosis and procedure codes),
semi-structured data (text generated following a template, such as medications and
lab results), and radiology images. The main purpose of the EHRs is to give the
health providers access to all information pertinent to their patients and to facilitate information sharing across different providers. In addition to aiding decision
making and supporting coordinated care, there is a strong interest in using large
collections of EHR data to discover correlations and relationships between patient
conditions, treatments, and outcomes. For example, EHR data have been widely
used in various healthcare research tasks such as risk prediction Yan et al. (2005);
Krumholz et al. (2006); Klabunde et al. (2000), retrospective epidemiologic studies
Levitan et al. (1999); Taylor et al. (2009); Schneeweiss et al. (2001) and phenotyping
Warren et al. (2002a); Halpern et al. (2016). Many of those tasks boil down to being
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able to develop a predictive model that could forecast the future state of a patient
given the currently available information about the patient Choi et al. (2017a,0); Ma
et al. (2017).
When building a predictive model, the first challenge is to decide on the representation of the current knowledge about a patient in a way that could allow accurate
forecasting. A traditional approach is to represent the current knowledge about a
patient as a feature vector and to use that vector as an input to a predictive function. In such an approach, features are typically generated by hand using the domain
knowledge. Given the features, training data are used to fit the predictive function
to minimize an appropriate cost function. More recently, deep learning approaches
were proposed to jointly learn a good representation and the prediction function.
Among many deep neural network architectures, Recurrent Neural Networks (RNNs)
have been particularly popular for predictive modeling of EHRs. The main reason
for this is the temporal nature of EHR data, where interactions of a patient with the
health system are recorded as a temporal log of individual visits. Thus, the knowledge about a patient at time t includes all recorded visits prior to time t. If each
visit could be represented as a feature vector, those vectors could be sequentially
provided as inputs to an RNN and the corresponding outputs could be used (by concatenating them, averaging them, or using only the last output) to produce a vector
representation of the current knowledge about the patient. Such patient-level vector
representation can then be used as an input to additional layers of a neural network
to forecast the property of interest, such as readmission, mortality, or a reason for the
next visit. Several recent studies showed that predictive modeling of EHR data using RNNs can significantly outperform traditional models such as logistic regression,
multilayer perceptron (MLP), and support vector machine (SVM), which all depend
on feature engineering Lipton et al. (2015); Choi et al. (2016b); Purushotham et al.
(2017).
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Despite the very promising results, traditional RNNs have several limitations when
applied to EHR data. One limitation of the RNN approach is that it can be very
difficult to obtain an insight into the resulting predictions. The lack of interpretability
of RNNs is one of the key obstacles to their practical use as a predictive tool in
the healthcare domain. The reason is that the predictive models are rarely used in
isolation in healthcare domain. More often, they are used either to assist doctors in
making treatment decisions or to reveal unknown relationships between conditions,
treatments, and outcomes. In order to trust the model, it is essential for doctors
and domain experts to understand the rationale behind the model predictions Miotto
et al. (2017); Yadav et al. (2017).
One way to address the interpretability problem is to add the attention layer to
an RNN, as was done in some recent healthcare studies Choi et al. (2017a,0); Ma
et al. (2017); Sha and Wang (2017). The idea behind the attention mechanism is to
learn how to represent a composite object (e.g., a visit can be represented as a set
of medical codes, or a patient can be represented as a set of visits) as a weighted
sum of representations of its elementary objects Bahdanau et al. (2014); Yang et al.
(2016); Vaswani et al. (2017). By inspecting the weight values associated with each
complex object, an insight could be gained about which elementary objects are the
most important for the predictions. For example, in Ma et al. (2017) authors used
three attention mechanisms to calculate attention weights for each patient visit. By
analyzing these attention weights, their model was able to identify patient visits that
are influencing the prediction the most. Due to these positive results, our proposed
method also employs an attention mechanism.
Another challenge in using RNNs on EHR data is irregular sampling of patient
visits. In particular, the visits occur at arbitrary times and they often incur bursty
behavior; having long periods with few visits and short periods with multiple visits.
Traditional RNN are oblivious to the time interval between two visits. Recent studies
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are attempting to address this issue by using the information about the time intervals
when calculating the hidden states of the recurrent units Che et al. (2016); Choi et al.
(2016c); Pham et al. (2016); Zheng et al. (2017); Baytas et al. (2017). However, most
of this work does not account for the relationship between the patient condition
and time between visits. Unlike the previous work, we observe that the impact of
previous conditions depends on a disease. For example, influence of an acute disease
diagnosed and cured one year ago on the current patient condition is typically much
smaller than the influence of a chronic condition treated, but not completely cured
a year ago. Based on the observation that each disease has its unique progression
pattern through time, in this paper Bai et al. (2018b) we propose a novel interpretable,
time-aware, and disease-sensitive RNN model, called Timeline.
In this paper, we consider medical claims data, which is a special type of EHR data
used primarily for billing purposes. In claims data, each patient visit is summarized
by a set of diagnosis codes (using ICD-9 or ICD-10 ontologies), specifying primary
conditions and important comorbidities of a patient, and a set of procedure codes
(using ICD-9/ICD-10 or CPT ontologies), describing procedures employed to treat the
patient. One benefit of claims data is that visit representation is more straightforward
than for the complete EHR data. In particular, representation of each visit could be a
weighted average of medical code representations. Another benefit is that our medical
claim data, called SEER-Medicare, has an outstanding coverage. Most senior citizens
(ages 65 and above) are enrolled into the national Medicare program, and all their
hospital, outpatient, and physician visits are recorded. Unlike this data set, most
available EHR data sets are specific to a healthcare provider and it is very likely that
a substantial number of visits to other healthcare providers are not recorded. A full
coverage of visits is very important for high-quality predictive modeling.
The proposed Timeline model first embeds medical codes in a continuous vector
space. Next, for each medical code in a single visit, Timeline uses an attention
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Figure 4.1: For a visit record long time ago, doctors may put more attention to
chronic diagnosis since they have long-term effect.

mechanism similar to Vaswani et al. (2017) in order to properly aggregate context
information of the visit. Timeline follows by applying a time-aware disease progression
function to determine how much each current and previously recorded disease and
comorbidity influences the subsequent visits. The progression function is diseasedependent and enables us to model impact of different diseases differently. Another
input to the progression function is the time interval between a previous visit and
a future visit. Timeline uses the progression function and the attention mechanism
to generate a visit representation as a weighted sum of embeddings of its medical
codes. The visit representations are then used as inputs to Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) network Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997), and the LSTM outputs are used
to predict the next visit through a softmax function. Timeline mimics the reasoning
of doctors, which would review the patient history and focus on previous conditions
that are the most relevant for the current visit. As shown in Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2,
a doctor may give high attention to an acute disease diagnosed yesterday, but ignore
the same disease if it was diagnosed last year. For the visits occurring long time ago,
a doctor might still pay attention to the lingering chronic conditions.
We evaluated Timeline on two data sets derived from SEER-Medicare medical
claim data for 161,366 seniors diagnosed with breast cancer between 2000 and 2010.
The specific task was to predict what is the primary diagnosis category for the hospital
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Figure 4.2: The diagnosis process in one visit: doctors review all previous patient
visit records and pay attention to those diagnosis that may affect patient’s current
health conditions. Here time interval plays an import role since each disease has its
own effect range.
visit given all previous visits. Our results show that Timeline has higher accuracy than
the state of the art deep learning models based on RNN. In addition, we demonstrate
that time decay factors and attentions learned by Timeline are in accord with the
medical knowledge and that Timeline can provide a useful insight into its predictions.
Our work makes the following contributions:
• We propose Timeline, a novel interpretable end-to-end model to predict clinical
events from past visits, while paying attention to elapsed time between visits
and to types of conditions in the previous visits.
• We empirically demonstrate that Timeline outperforms state of the art methods
on two large real world medical claim datasets, while providing useful insights
into its predictions.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows: in section 4.2 we discuss the relevant
previous work. Section 4.3 presents the Timeline model. In section 4.4 we explain
experiment design. The results are shown and discussed in section 4.5.
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4.2

Related Work

A unique feature of EHR is irregular sampling of patient visits. Several recent
studies attempted to address this issue and proposed modifications to the traditional
RNN model Che et al. (2016); Choi et al. (2016c); Pham et al. (2016); Zheng et al.
(2017); Baytas et al. (2017). In Choi et al. (2016c) the authors propose an attention
model combined with RNN to predict heart failure. The model learns attention at
visit level and variable level. Therefore, the model could find influential past diagnoses
and visits. Additionally, they propose a mechanism to handle time irregularity by
using the time interval as an additional input feature. This simple approach improves
the accuracy, but it does not improve interpretability. Other approaches modify the
RNN hidden unit to incorporate time decay. For example, Che et al. (2016) applies
a time decay factor to the previous hidden state in Gated Recurrent Unit (GRU)
before calculating the new hidden state. Zheng et al. (2017) uses a time decay term
in the update gate in GRU to find a tradeoff between the previous hidden state
and the candidate hidden state. Pham et al. (2016) modifies the forget gate of the
standard LSTM unit to account for time irregularity of admissions. Baytas et al.
(2017) first decomposes memory cell in LSTM into long-term memory and short-term
memory, then applies time decay factor to discount the short term memory, and finally
calculates the new memory by combining the long-term memory and a discounted
short-term memory. In spite of the improved accuracy, the above approaches have
limitations. Pham et al. (2016); Baytas et al. (2017) use time decay factors insensitive
to diseases, while the progression patterns of diseases should be different. Che et al.
(2016); Zheng et al. (2017) focus on multivariate time series such as lab test results,
while our paper focuses on medical codes. More importantly, Che et al. (2016); Pham
et al. (2016); Zheng et al. (2017); Baytas et al. (2017) apply time decay factors inside
RNN units, which limits the interpretability of the resulting models, since RNN units
are usually treated as black boxes. Instead of controlling how information flows inside
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the RNN units, our model controls how information of each disease flows into the
model, therefore providing improved interpretation via analysis of weights associated
with each code.
Recently, Rajkomar et al. (2018) developed an ensemble model for several healthcare prediction tasks. The ensemble model combines three different models, one of
which is called Feedforward Model with Time-Aware Attention. Given the sequence
of event embeddings, attention weights are calculated for each embedding while taking time into consideration. Our proposed model is different in three ways: 1) we
use disease-dependent time decay factors, 2) we use LSTM instead of the feedforward
neural network, 3) we use a sigmoid function to control how much information of
each disease flows into the network, rather than the softmax function that transforms
attention values into probabilities.
Several other models that use the attention mechanism to weight medical codes
or visits have been proposed. Choi et al. (2017a) proposes Gram model which uses
attention mechanism to utilize domain knowledge about the medical codes. For rare
codes, the model could borrow information from the parent codes in the ontology. Ma
et al. (2017) proposes Dipole which employs bidirectional recurrent neural networks
to remember all information from both the past and the future visits and introduces
three attention mechanisms to calculate weights for each visit. Sha and Wang (2017)
applies hierarchical attention networks Yang et al. (2016) to learn both attention
weights of medical codes and patient visits. All the above methods do not combine
attention value with information about time intervals between visits.
Many other convolutional neural networks Cheng et al. (2016); Nguyen et al.
(2017) and recurrent neural networks Razavian et al. (2016); Choi et al. (2017b) have
been applied to modeling EHR data for different prediction tasks, but their focus is
slightly outside of the scope of this paper.
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4.3

Methodology

In this section we describe the proposed Timeline model. We first introduce the
problem setup and define our goal. Then, we describe the details of the proposed
approach. Finally, we explain how to interpret the learned model by analyzing weights
associated with medical codes.

4.3.1

Basic Problem Setup

Assume our dataset is a collection of patient records. The i-th patient consists of
a sequence of T i visits V1i , V2i , V3i ,..., VTi i ordered by the visiting time. The j-th visit
Vji is a 2-tuple Vji = (ξji , τji ), in which ξji consists of a set of unordered medical codes
n
o
ξji = c1 , c2 , ..., c|ξji | , which includes the diagnosis and procedure codes recorded
during the visit and τji is the admission day of the visit. We denote the size of code
vocabulary C as |C|. For simplicity, in the following we describe our algorithm for a
single patient and discard superscript i to avoid cluttering the notation.

4.3.2

Timeline Model

For a future visit Vi , the goal is to use the information in all previous visits V1 , V2 ,
V3 ,..., Vi−1 to predict a future clinical event such as the primary diagnosis for visit Vi .
Predicting the main diagnosis for a future visit as a function of the time of the future
visit could be very useful in estimating the future risks of admission and coming up
with preventive steps to avoid such visits. The state of the art solution to this task
is to use a Recurrent Neural Network (RNN), which at each time step uses vector
representation of a visit as input, combines the input with the RNN hidden state that
encodes the past visits and transforms the RNN outputs into the prediction. One of
the key steps in the RNN approach is to generate a vector representation for a given
visit Vj . As shown in Figure 4.3, many previous studies use a simple approach that
first embeds medical codes in a continuous vector space, wherein each unique code c in
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Figure 4.3: The framework of using vanilla visit representation with RNN for diagnosis
prediction. Each visit representation is the sum of embeddings of medical codes in
that visit.

Figure 4.4: The illustration of Timeline. Timeline starts by embedding each medical
code cn as a low dimensional vector en . Next, it uses a self attention mechanism
to generate context vector gn . Then, it applies a disease progression function δ to
control how much the information about cn flows into the RNN. δ depends on the
specific disease c and the time interval ∆t . Finally, Timeline uses the weighted sum
of the context vector as visit representation vj and feeds it into a RNN for prediction.
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vocabulary C has a corresponding m-dimensional vector ec ∈ Rm . Then, for a given
visit Vj , which contains N medical codes ξj = {c1 , c2 , ..., cN }, vector representation of
the visit vj ∈ Rm can be calculated by calculating the sum of embeddings of codes
appearing in the visit as follows,

vj =

N
X

en .

(4.3-1)

n=1

In the above approach, each code contributes equally to the final visit representation. However, some codes may be more important than other codes. For example,
high blood pressure is much more indicative of hypertensive heart disease than insomnia. In our proposed model, called Timeline, each code contributes differently to
the visit representation depending on when the medical code occurs and what the
medical code is.
The process of Timeline is shown in Figure 4.4. The first step is to aggregate
context information for each code in the visit, because it has been observed that each
disease may exhibit different meanings in different contexts. For example, sepsis can
occur due to many different reasons such as infection from bacteria or viruses and can
cause a wide range of symptoms from acute kidney injury to nervous system damage
Gligorijevic et al. (2016a). Previous methods use CNN filter Feng et al. (2017) or
RNN units Sha and Wang (2017) to generate the context vector. However, both
CNN and RNN assume temporal or spatial order of input data while each visit is a
set of unordered codes. Inspired by recent work Vaswani et al. (2017), which uses
attention mechanism to aggregate context information of words while not making
an assumption that words are ordered, Timeline uses a similar way to calculate the
context vector,
qn = WQ en

(4.3-2)

kn = WK en ,

(4.3-3)
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in which WQ ∈ Ra×m and WK ∈ Ra×m . qn is the query vector for code cn and kn is
the key vector for code cn . Next, attention value can be calculated as:
qn k1 qn k2
qn kN
αn1 , αn2 , ..., αnN = sof tmax([ √ , √ , ..., √ ]),
a
a
a
in which

√

(4.3-4)

a is the scaling factor.

The context vector gn for code cn is calculated as the weighted sum of all codes
in the same visit,
gn =

N
X

αnx ex .

(4.3-5)

x=1

Next, we decide how much each code contributes to the final visit representation. We
assume that each code has its own disease progression pattern, which can be modeled
using δ function,
δ(cn , ∆t ) = S(θcn − µcn ∆t )

(4.3-6)

∆t = τi − τj

(4.3-7)

S(x) =

1
,
1 + e−x

(4.3-8)

in which θcn and µcn are disease-specific learnable scalar parameters. ∆t is the time
interval between visit Vj and the visit we need to do prediction for, Vi . θcn is the initial
influence of disease cn . µcn depicts how the influence of disease changes through time.
If |µcn | is small, then the effect of disease changes slowly through time. On the other
hand, the effect of disease can dramatically change if |µcn | is large. Finally, we use a
sigmoid function S(x) to transform θcn − µcn ∆t into a probability between 0 and 1.
We did not use softmax function here since in softmax the sum of weights of codes in
a visit is always 1. Instead, we want to reduce the information flow into the network
if the visit happened long before the prediction time. δ(cn , ∆t ) represents how disease
cn diagnosed at ∆t ago affects the patient condition at the time of prediction.
After calculating contributions of each code to the visit representation, vj can be
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calculated as
vj =

N
X

δ(cn , ∆t )gn .

(4.3-9)

n=1

Finally, we use these visit representations as inputs to the RNN for prediction of
the target label yi ∈ RL . Here yi is a one-hot vector in which only the target category
is set to 1. In this paper we use bidirectional LSTM network Schuster and Paliwal
(1997) to provide prediction. Our goal is to predict primary diagnosis category yi out
of L categories in visit Vi given all previous visits: V1 , V2 , V3 ,..., Vi−1 . This process
can be described as follows:

h1 , h2 , ..., hi−1 = biLST M (v1 , v2 , ..., vi−1 , θLST M )

(4.3-10)

ybi = sof tmax(W hi−1 + b),

(4.3-11)

in which ybi ∈ RL is the predicted category probability distribution, hj ∈ Rr is the
LSTM’s hidden state output at time step j, θLST M are LSTM’s parameters, W ∈ RL×r
is the weight matrix, and b ∈ RL is the bias vector of the output softmax function.
Note that we use bidirectional LSTM network, although we can decide to use any
RNN such as GRU Cho et al. (2014). Since our task is formulated as a multiclass
classification problem, we use negative log likelihood loss function,

L(yi , ybi ) = −yi log ybi .

(4.3-12)

Note that equation (4.3-12) is the loss for one instance. In our implementation, we
take the average of instance losses for multiple instances. In the next section we
will describe how to generate instances from the raw data. We use the adaptive
moment estimation (Adam) algorithm Kingma and Ba (2014) to minimize the above
loss values over all instances.
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4.3.3

Interpretation

Interpretability is one of main requirements for healthcare predictive models. Interpretable model needs to shed some light on the rationale behind the prediction. In
Timeline, this could be achieved by analyzing weights associated with each embedding
e of medical code c. By combining equations (4.3-5) and (4.3-9), we get:

vj =

N
X

δ(cn , ∆t )gn =

n=1

N
X

N
N X
N
X
X
δ(cn , ∆t )(
αnx ex ) =
(
δ(cn , ∆t )αnx ex ) (4.3-13)

n=1

We define coefficient φ(cx ) =

x=1

x=1 n=1

PN

δ(cn , ∆t )αnx , which measures how much each
P
code embedding ex contributes to the final visit representation: vj = N
x=1 φ(cx )ex .
n=1

If φ(cx ) is large, the information of cx flows into the network substantially and contributes to the final prediction. We show some representative examples in section
4.4.4.

4.4
4.4.1

Experimental Setup
Data Sets

In our experiments we used medical claims data from SEER-Medicare Linked
Database Warren et al. (2002b). SEER-Medicare Database records each visit of a
patient as a set of diagnosis and procedure billing codes. In particular, our dataset
contains inpatient, outpatient and carrier claims from 161,366 patients diagnosed with
breast cancer from 2000 to 2010. The inpatient medical claims summarize services
requiring a patient to be admitted to a hospital. Each inpatient claim summarizes
one hospital stay and includes up to 25 ICD-9 diagnosis codes and 25 ICD-9 procedure codes. Outpatient claims summarize services which do not require a hospital
stay. Outpatient claims contain a set of ICD-9 diagnosis, ICD-9 procedure, and CPT
codes. CPT codes record medical procedures and are an alternative to the ICD-9
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procedure ontology. Carrier claims refer to services by non-institutional providers
such as physicians or registered nurses. Carrier claims use ICD-9 diagnosis codes and
CPT codes. Given the heterogeneous nature of this database, we derived two datasets
for our experiments.
Inpatient dataset: this dataset contains only inpatient visits. It evaluates the
algorithm in the scenario where data come from a single source with homogeneous
structure. This dataset contains only ICD-9 diagnosis codes and ICD-9 procedure
codes.
Mixed dataset: this dataset is derived from all available visit types, including
inpatient, outpatient and physician visits. This dataset allows us to evaluate the
algorithm in a scenario where data come from different sources with heterogeneous
structure. This dataset contains a mix of ICD-9 and CPT codes. To merge three
different kinds of data, we combine all claims from a single day into a single visit. This
is validated by an observation that inpatient or outpatient visits are often recorded
as a mix or hospital and carrier claims.
Sequential diagnosis prediction task: our goal is to predict the primary diagnosis of future inpatient visits. Primary diagnosis is the main reason a patient
got admitted into the hospital and is unique for each admission. Since a patient is
typically admitted to a hospital only when he/she has a serious health condition, it
is essential to understand the factors that lead to the hospitalization. As the vocabulary of ICD-9 diagnosis codes is very large, in this work we were content to predict
the high level ICD-9 diagnosis categories, by grouping all ICD-9 diagnosis codes into
18 major disease groups1 . For the Inpatient dataset, given a sequence of inpatient
visits, we use all previous inpatient visits to predict the final recorded visit. For the
Mixed dataset, we create an instance for each inpatient visit. In this way, one patient
will result in two instances if he/she has two inpatient visits. For both datasets we
1

https://www.findacode.com/code-set.php?set=ICD9
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Table 4.1: Basic statistics of Inpatient and Mixed datasets
Inpatient
dataset
# of patients
45,104
# of visits
155,898
average # of visits per patient
3.46
max # of visits per visit
35
# of instances
45,104
# of unique medical codes
6,020
# of unique ICD-9 diagnosis codes
3,928
# of unique ICD-9 procedure codes
2,092
# of unique CPT codes
NA
Average # of medical codes per visit 8.01
Max # of medical codes per visit
29
Dataset

Mixed
dataset
93,123
5,979,529
64.21
483
200,892
18,826
8,342
2,614
7,870
6.21
105

exclude patients with less than two visits. The basic statistics of our datasets are
shown in Table 4.1.

4.4.2

Experimental Design

We start this subsection by describing the baselines for diagnosis prediction tasks.
Then, we summarize the implementation details. We used the following five baselines:
Majority predictor: As a trivial baseline, we report the accuracy of a predictor
that always predicts the majority class. Since our data relate to patients diagnosed
with breast cancer, the majority class is “neoplasms”.
RNN-uni: This is the traditional RNN, which uses the sum of code embeddings
as visit embeddings and feeds them as inputs to a unidirectional LSTM.
RNN-bi: This is the same as the RNN-uni method, except that we use a bidirectional LSTM to better represent information from the the first to the last visit.
Dipole Ma et al. (2017): Dipole employs three different attention mechanisms
to calculate attention weights for each visit. Dipole also uses bidirectional RNN
architecture to better represent information from all visits. We used location-based
attention as baseline as it shows the best performance in Ma et al. (2017).
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GRNN-HA Sha and Wang (2017): This model employs a hierarchal attention
mechanism. It calculates two levels of attention: attention weights for medical codes
and attention weights for patient visits.
We compared the five described baselines with our proposed Timeline model.
Since the Timeline model uses a bidirectional architecture as the default, we also show
the result of a Timeline model called Timeline-uni, which only uses a unidirectional
LSTM.
To evaluate the accuracy of predicting the main diagnosis for the next visit, we
used two measures for multiclass classification tasks: (1) accuracy, which equals the
fraction of correct predictions, (2) weighted F1-score, which calculates F1-score for
each class and reports their weighted mean.
We implemented all the approaches with Pytorch. We used Adam optimizer with
the batch size of 48 patients. We randomly divided the dataset into the training,
validation and test set in a 0.8, 0.1, 0.1 ratio. θ and µ were initialized as 1 and 0.1,
respectively. We set the dimensionality of code embeddings m as 100, the dimensionality of attention query vectors and key vectors a as 100, and the dimensionality of
hidden state of LSTM as 100. We used 100 iterations for each method and report the
best performance.

4.4.3

Prediction Results

We show the experimental results of 6 different approaches on Inpatient and Mixed
datasets in Table 4.2.
From the table we can see that Timeline outperforms all baselines. The accuracies
obtained on the Mixed dataset are much higher than on the Inpatient dataset, which
demonstrates that using all available claims from multiple sources is very informative.
We also observe that for Inpatient dataset, the benefit of using bidirectional model is
not large. This could be explained by the fact that the number of claims per patient
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Table 4.2: The accuracy and weighted F1-score of Timeline and 5 baselines on two
datasets.
Method
Majority Predictor
RNN-uni
RNN-bi
Dipole
GRNN-HA
Timeline-uni
Timeline

Inpatient dataset
Accuracy F1
0.212
NA
0.299
0.194
0.298
0.199
0.303
0.230
0.301
0.222
0.314
0.234
0.315
0.235

Mixed dataset
Accuracy F1
0.245
NA
0.511
0.436
0.516
0.442
0.523
0.463
0.519
0.450
0.526
0.469
0.530
0.473

is much smaller in the Inpatient data than in the Mixed dataset. Thus, the benefit
of bidirectional architecture which aims to improve representation of long sequences
is marginal. On the other hand, for the Mixed dataset, bidirectional architectures
outperform their unidirectional counterparts more significantly, which shows their
superiority on long sequences of claims.

4.4.4

Model Interpretation

In this subsection we discuss interpretability of Timeline. For each medical code
we are able to calculate the weight associated with it using equation (4.3-13). We
first generate two realistic-looking synthetic patients, which do not correspond to
any real patient, but have properties similar to real patients in the SEER-Medicare
dataset. We illustrate how our model utilizes the information in the patient visits
for prediction. For each patient, we show each visit, the time stamp of each visit,
medical codes recorded during each visit, and the weights assigned by Timeline to
each medical code.
From Table 4.3 we can see that most of the medical codes have assigned weights
equal to 0, meaning that they are ignored during the prediction. This weight sparsity
is very useful for interpretation since our model focuses on medical codes with nonzero
weights. Physicians could also gain insight by checking codes with nonzero weights.
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Table 4.3: Visits of synthetic patient 1. For each visit, all medical codes and weights
associated with them are shown. CPT codes are prefixed by c ; ICD-9 diagnosis codes
are prefixed by d ..
visit 1 (298 days ago)
c 99213
0.0
d 2859
0.0
0.0
c 92012
visit 2 (185 days ago)
c 99213
0.0002
0.0002
d 4241
visit 3 (26 days ago)
c 80061
0.03
d 6117

1.739

visit 4 (10 days ago)
d V048

0.458

c G0008

0.601

d 4019
visit 5 (8 days ago)

0.0

d 1742
c 99243
Prediction:

Office, outpatient visit
Anemia unspecified
Eye exam
Office, outpatient visit
Aortic valve disorders
Lipid panel
Signs and symptoms in
breast disorders
viral diseases
Administration of
influenza virus vaccine
Unspecified essential hypertension

Upper-inner quadrant of female
breast cancer
0.0
Office consultation
Neoplasms (0.99)
1.87079
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Table 4.4: Visits of synthetic patient 2. For each visit, all medical codes and weights
associated with them are shown. CPT codes are prefixed by c ; ICD-9 diagnosis codes
are prefixed by d .
visit 1 (153 days ago)
d 4149

1.0

d 7240
d 4019
c 99213
visit 2 (143 days ago)
d 2780
d 3751
c 92012
visit 3 (82 days ago)
d 3771
c 72080
d 4019
visit 4 (18 days ago)
d 4019
c 80048
c 85025

1.0
0.0
0.0

Chronic ischemic
heart disease unspecified
Spinal stenosis other than cervical
Unspecified essential hypertension
Office, outpatient visit

0.0
0.0
0.0

Obesity
Disorders of lacrimal gland
Eye exam

1.94464
1.739
0.0

Pathologic fracture
Radiologic examination, spine
Unspecified essential hypertension

d V726
Prediction:

0.0
0.017
0.0

Unspecified essential hypertension
Basic metabolic panel
Blood count
Special investigations
0.301
and examinations
diseases of the musculoskeletal system
and connective tissue (0.67)

We can observe that our model has strong preference towards recent visits: visit 1
and visit 2 occurred 298 days ago and 185 days ago, respectively, and all weights of
codes in these two visits are close to 0. For the visits 3-5, which occurred within the
last month, Timeline gives large weights to medical codes indicative of female breast
cancer. This result is enabled by the disease progression function δ in Timeline. Note
that although visits 2 and 3 are consecutive visits, Timeline assigned large weights
to codes in visit 3, while ignoring codes in visit 2, showing that it is aware that these
two visits are distant in time.
From Table 4.4, we can observe that Timeline assigned weights to relatively few
medical codes. Although visit 1 occurred 153 days ago, both medical codes d 7240
and d 4149 have large weights. The large weights were assigned because the two
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Table 4.5: We generate two visits, one visit contains d 1749 and one visit contains
d 2720, we change the time interval of the first visit in order to see how prediction
changed.
visit 1 (t days ago)
d 1749
visit 2 (10 days ago)
d 2720

female breast cancer unspecified
Pure hypercholesterolemia

codes have slowly decaying disease progression function. For these two codes they
can have large weights even when they are assigned long time ago since they have
long-term influence on the future patient conditions. On the other hand, for the most
recent visit, which occurred 18 days ago, none of the codes have large weights, since
Timeline learned they have little influence on the future patient condition. This visit
is about a basic blood test, which is not very influential for inferring the future health
condition of the patient.
As another illustration of the interpretability of Timeline, we generated another
synthetic patient. As seen in Table 4.5, the patient has 2 recorded visits, the first
occurred t days ago with diagnosis d 1749 (female breast cancer, unspecified), while
the second occurred 10 days ago with diagnosis d 2720 (Pure hypercholesterolemia).
d 1749 is a strong indicator of cancer hospital admission while d 2720 is an indicator
of admission because of circulatory system disease. The prediction task is to predict
the main diagnosis of the next hospital visit if the first visit occurs t ago, where t
ranges form 11 to 160. We can observe in Figure 4.5 that for t < 60 the Timeline is
very confident the diagnosis will be “neoplasms”, while for t > 80 it is very confident
it will be “diseases of the circulatory system”. This example shows that Timeline is
very sensitive to the exact time of past clinical events.
To further illustrate how the learned disease progression functions might differ depending on the disease, we select six medical codes and show their δ(c, ∆) function in
Figure 4.6. As we can see, each disease has its own disease progression function. For
d 5712 (alcoholic cirrhosis of liver), δ decrease slowly through time and approaches
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Figure 4.5: We change time interval t in Table 4.5 and show how prediction probabilities change with t.
zero after 100 days. However, for acute diseases d 4878 (influenza) and d 4643 (acute
epiglottitis), it decreases much faster and approaches zero in 20 days and 10 days,
respectively. For code d 4280 (congestive heart failure unspecified), its influence actually increases over time and reaches 1 (the upper limit of sigmoid function δ) very
fast. This implies d 4280 is a very serious chronic disease and its influence is high
irrespective of time. We note that this result is a consequence of our decision to allow
the µ parameter in equation (4.3-6) to be negative. For d 4019 (essential hypertension unspecified), we found its influence decreases fast and starts from a relatively low
value. This is explained by the fact that hypertension is a very common comorbidity
and that it is not predictive of the future hospitalizations. Therefore, Timeline decreases its influence fast and tries to ignore it. Another common code is our dataset
is d 1749 (female breast cancer unspecified). δ of this code decreases slowly and approaches zero at 100 days. This code is a very strong indicator of neoplasm, and its
influences stays strong over a long time period.
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Figure 4.6: The δ(c, ∆) function for six different codes.

4.5

Conclusions

Predictive modeling, such as prediction of the main diagnosis of a future hospitalization, is one of the key challenges in healthcare informatics. In order to properly
model sequential patient data, it is important to take sampling irregularity and different disease progression patterns into consideration. The state of the art deep learning
approaches for predictive modeling of EHR data are not capable of producing interpretable models that can account for those factors. To address this issue, in this
paper we proposed Timeline, a novel interpretable model which uses an attention
mechanism to aggregate context information of medical codes and uses time-aware
disease-specific progression function to model how much information of each disease
flows into the recurrent neural network. Our experiments demonstrate that our model
outperforms state-of-the-art deep neural networks on the task of predicting the main
diagnosis of a future hospitalization using two large scale real world data sets. We
also demonstrated the interpretability of Timeline by analyzing weights associated
with different medical codes recorded in previous visits.
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CHAPTER 5

IMPROVING MEDICAL CODE PREDICTION
FROM CLINICAL TEXT VIA
INCORPORATING ONLINE KNOWLEDGE
SOURCES

5.1

Introduction

Clinical notes are free-text documents generated by healthcare professionals documenting clinical status of patients during hospital stay or outpatient care. Clinical
notes contain various nuanced information such as a history of illness, lifestyle, symptoms, treatment, and medications. Clinical notes are used to facilitate communication
between medical professionals treating the same patient over time, to provide a basis for billing, and to create a record trail in case of legal issues. Medical coding,
which refers to translating a clinical note into a set of medical codes from a medical
ontology, is necessary to obtain reimbursement for the provided healthcare services.
The most popular medical coding ontology is the International Classification of Diseases (ICD, with the most recent versions ICD-9 and ICD-10), whose codes provide
alphanumeric encoding of diagnoses and treatments as shown in Table 5.1. Interestingly, beyond their primary billing purpose, medical codes have been widely used in
healthcare research such as predictive modeling Rajkomar et al. (2018); Choi et al.
(2016b); Razavian et al. (2015); Avati et al. (2017); Bai et al. (2017,0) and retrospective epidemiologic studies Levitan et al. (1999); Taylor et al. (2009); Winkelmayer
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et al. (2005). The reason for popularity of medical codes in research is that it abstracts away fine details of care from the free-text clinical notes and normalizes a
patient encounter to a standardized computer-readable format.
Medical coding is typically performed by professional staff trained to understand
clinical notes containing complex medical terminology with frequent misspellings and
abbreviations and transcribe the notes into a limited set of appropriate medical codes
from a large menu of options (e.g., ICD-10 contains more than 100,000 codes). Thus,
medical coding is an expensive, time consuming, and inexact process. Due to these
issues, there has been a significant interest in developing automatic code assignment
models and it has been a long-standing research challenge de Lima et al. (1998);
Crammer et al. (2007); Farkas and Szarvas (2008); Larkey and Croft (1995); Lita
et al. (2008); Perotte et al. (2011,0); Baumel et al. (2017); Shi et al. (2017); Mullenbach
et al. (2018); Wang et al. (2018a); Vani et al. (2017).
Recently, deep neural networks with attention mechanism have been shown to
achieve the state-of-the-art performance on automatic code assignment task Baumel
et al. (2017); Shi et al. (2017); Mullenbach et al. (2018); Wang et al. (2018a). The
attention mechanism Luong et al. (2015); Bahdanau et al. (2014) uses one or more
layers of neurons to identify words indicative of a specific disease and assigns them
large weights. The success of the attention mechanism could be attributed to the
property of medical code assignment: the relevant information for a specific medical
code is often located in a small portion of a clinical note.
Despite the success of deep neural networks with the attention mechanism, there
are still outstanding challenges that remain to be addressed. In this paper Bai and
Vucetic (2019) we address an issue related to recognition of rare codes. To illustrate the issue, let us consider MIMIC-III Johnson et al. (2016), the largest publiclyavailable database containing 59,652 discharge notes from the Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center’s Intensive Units. There are 942 unique 3-digit ICD-9 codes occurring
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Figure 5.1: Our main goal is to predict medical codes from clinical notes by taking
advantage of online knowledge sources. We decompose the task into two parallel
subtasks: the first subtask is traditional multi-label classification and the second
subtask is document similarity learning.
in the dataset in a highly unbalanced way, where the most common 10 codes account
for 26% of all code occurrences and the least common 437 codes account for only 1%
of the occurrences. Thus, there is highly limited information available for training a
neural network to recognize such rare codes. The rare codes problem is particularly
severe considering the length of clinical notes: each MIMIC-III discharge note contains an average of 1,596 words. Even with the attention mechanisms, it would be
very difficult to learn to identify relevant portions of text from only a few examples.
In this paper we consider exploiting online knowledge sources to improve accuracy
of medical code prediction from clinical notes. There are rich disease-related online
knowledge sources such as Mayo Clinic, Wikipedia, and Medscape, which contain
detailed information such as signs, symptoms, and epidemiology useful for differentiating different diseases in the clinical notes. For example, as shown in Table 5.2, from
a Wikipedia article introducing diabetes, we learn that the typical signs of diabetes
include frequent urination, increased thirst, and increased hunger. If a clinical note
also mentions in a passage that a patient is having these symptoms, then the passage
could be used as an evidence for diabetes. In this paper we use Wikipedia, because
it is an easily accessible online resource with loose license constraints that has al-
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Table 5.1: Examples of 3-digit ICD-9 codes and their descriptions (249-259).
ICD-9 code
249
250
251
252
253
254
255
256
257
258
259

Description
Secondary diabetes mellitus
Diabetes mellitus
Other disorders of pancreatic internal secretion
Disorders of parathyroid gland
Disorders of the pituitary gland
and its hypothalamic control
Diseases of thymus gland
Disorders of adrenal glands
Ovarian dysfunction
Testicular dysfunction
Polyglandular dysfunction and related disorders
Other endocrine disorders

ready been widely studied in the research community. In order to take advantage of
the existing state of the art neural networks for medical code prediction, instead of
building a completely new model, we develop a framework called Knowledge Source
Integration (KSI), which is able to enhance the state of the art neural networks with
information from the external knowledge sources. As illustrated in Figure 5.1, the
proposed architecture consists of two components. The first component is directly
predicting codes from a note, and it could be any of the state of the art neural networks. Our main contribution is the second component, which is a neural network
whose objective is to learn similarity scores between a note and Wikipedia articles
about various diseases. Each similarity score measures how closely a clinical note
is associated with a corresponding medical code. Finally, the proposed architecture
combines the similarity scores with the output of the first subtask and learns to optimize both components to minimize the loss between the predictions and the true
labels.
Using Wikipedia as an external knowledge source for analyzing clinical notes poses
a couple of challenges. First, there are significant differences between content of
Wikipedia articles and clinical notes. Wikipedia articles are mostly carefully edited
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Table 5.2: Wikipedia webpage for ICD-9 code “250” (partially shown).
ICD-9 code: 250 (Diabetes mellitus)
Diabetes mellitus
Diabetes mellitus (DM), commonly referred to as diabetes, is a
group of metabolic disorders in which there are high blood sugar
levels over a prolonged period. Symptoms of high blood sugar
include frequent urination, increased thirst, and increased hunger.
If left untreated, diabetes can cause many complications. Acute
complications can include diabetic ketoacidosis, hyperosmolar
hyperglycemic state, or death. Serious long-term complications
include cardiovascular disease, stroke, chronic kidney disease,
foot ulcers, and damage to the eyes.
and the terminology used is optimized toward the general audience. Since Wikipedia
can be edited by anyone with Internet access, there is a certain risk that the provided information is incorrect. On the contrary, clinical notes are written by medical
professionals in a hurry and contain a lot of non-standard abbreviations, misspellings
and specialized medical terminology. Second, the coverage of Wikipedia and clinical
notes are very different. As a knowledge base, Wikipedia elaborates different aspects
of diseases including pathophysiology, prevention, history, and social impact, which
are unlikely to appear in clinical notes. On the other hand, clinical notes contain
patient conditions, including medications on admission and allergies, which are unlikely to occur in Wikipedia articles. In summary, these two types of documents have
very different data distributions, which makes unsupervised document similarity measures such as Word Mover’s Distance Kusner et al. (2015) unsuitable, as we need to
carefully deal with noise and misleading information in the documents and focus on
aspects important for medical code prediction.
In order to properly handle the above challenges, in this paper we develop a supervised document similarity learning model, which is designed to measure the similarity
of two types of documents with very different data distributions. To accomplish this,
we first take intersection of a clinical note and a Wikipedia document. The intersection operation discards disparate parts of the text and focuses on the common aspects
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of the two documents. Then, we project the intersection into a low dimensional vector
space to reduce dimensionality. Since terms remaining in the intersection might have
different importance for medical code prediction, next we apply an attention mechanism to weight the terms. Finally, the weighted intersection vector is transformed
into a matching score, which measures the similarity between the two documents. All
matching scores are combined with the output of the baseline neural network model
and trained to predict medical codes.
In our experiments we selected a variety of baseline models, from simple logistic regression to a recently proposed attention based deep neural network, which
achieves the state-of-the-art performance. We show that our KSI framework of incorporating external knowledge sources consistently improves the baseline models.
Moreover, thorough analysis shows that KSI significantly improves accuracy of rare
code prediction. Finally, by analyzing attention values and weights of the model,
our framework reveals which words in Wikipedia documents are the most influential
to the prediction, which is important for understanding the reasoning behind the
prediction.
Our work makes the following contributions:
• We propose a novel end-to-end framework to integrate external knowledge
sources with any end-to-end baseline neural network model for the task of medical code prediction from clinical notes.
• We empirically show that our framework improves a variety of baseline models,
including the state of the art attention based neural networks, and that the
improvement is particularly large on rare codes.
• We demonstrate that our framework allows interpretability via analyzing attention values and weights of the model, which sheds light on the connection
between the external knowledge source and clinical text.
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We organize the rest of the paper as follows: in Section 5.2 we discuss the related
previous work. Section 5.3 presents our KSI framework. In Section 5.4 we explain
the experiment design. The results are shown and discussed in Section 5.5.

5.2
5.2.1

Related Work
Prediction of Medical Codes from Clinical Notes

Automatic assignment of medical codes is a long-standing research area dating
back to 1990s de Lima et al. (1998). de Lima et al. (1998) represents clinical notes
and ICD-9 codes as two TF-IDF vectors and calculates cosine similarity in the joint
vector space. Later, a variety of methods were applied to this area, ranging from rulebased methods Crammer et al. (2007); Farkas and Szarvas (2008) to machine learning
methods such as K-nearest-neighbor, relevance feedback, Bayesian independence classifiers Larkey and Croft (1995) and support vector machines Lita et al. (2008). In
Perotte et al. (2011,0) the authors develop methods which exploit the hierarchical tree
structure of ICD-9 ontology. More recent models combine neural networks with attention mechanism. In Baumel et al. (2017), the authors apply hierarchical attention
networks Yang et al. (2016), which calculate both word-level attention and sentencelevel attention while predicting medical codes. In Shi et al. (2017), the authors apply
character-aware neural network to generate hidden representations of ICD-9 codes
and diagnosis section in clinical notes and use the attention mechanism to match
these two hidden representations. Their ICD-9 descriptions are quite short (typically,
less than 10 words), while in our case a Wikipedia document contains thousands of
words providing multiple views of a disease. In Vani et al. (2017) the authors propose
a modified GRU, where each dimension in the hidden vector corresponds to a specific
label, and use their model on medical code prediction. In Mullenbach et al. (2018),
the authors combine the attention mechanism with a convolutional neural network
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Kim (2014) and report state-of-the-art accuracy on a medical prediction task. In
Wang et al. (2018a), the authors project both words and labels into the same lowdimensional vector space and calculate the compatibility/attention between them.
Then, they combine the attention values with word embeddings to get the final document representation. None of the above approaches incorporate external knowledge
sources on the task of medical code prediction.
In Prakash et al. (2017), the authors use memory network to infer clinical diagnosis
from clinical notes. While they also use Wikipedia as knowledge source, their work is
different from ours in several ways: first, their focus is on a different task, which uses
a much smaller diagnosis label set directly derived from clinical notes, while we use
accurate medical codes as labels. Second, their memory network is highly specialized
and hard to generalize, while our framework can incorporate knowledge into any endto-end neural network model developed in this field. Lastly, their model is hard to
interpret, while our attention based model sheds light on how knowledge source and
notes are connected.

5.2.2

Attention Mechanism

The attention mechanism was first proposed in machine translation Luong et al.
(2015); Bahdanau et al. (2014) to select the most relevant words in a source sentence
while predicting the next word in the target sentence. Typically, a neural network is
applied to the context vector, generated by either Recurrent Neural Network (RNN)
or Convolutional Neural Network (CNN), and attention values are expected to capture
the importance of the context vectors. Final sentence or document representations
are simply the sum of context vectors weighted by the attention values. The attention mechanism is widely used in natural language processing Krumholz et al. (2006);
Baumel et al. (2017); Shi et al. (2017); Mullenbach et al. (2018); Wang et al. (2018a);
Bahdanau et al. (2014); Yang et al. (2016) and sequence modeling in healthcare do-
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main Choi et al. (2016c); Ma et al. (2017); Rajkomar et al. (2018); Bai et al. (2018b).
Our variable-level attention mechanism is the most similar to Choi et al. (2016c) because we compute attention on different vector elements. Our work is different in a
way that we focus on learning attention of clinical words, instead of medical codes.

Figure 5.2: The illustration of our KSI framework. First, it represents document
ki and clinical note N as binary vectors xi and q. Then, it performs element-wise
multiplication of xi and q to obtain the intersection vector zi . Next, it projects zi
into a low-dimensional vector ei . Next, the attention mechanism is used to transform
ei into a weighted vector vi . Finally, it projects vi into a similarity score and the
concatenation of all scores is combined with the output of baseline model to get the
final output.

5.2.3

Document Similarity Learning

Document similarity computation transforms two documents into a score depicting
how similar the two documents are. Documents are typically transformed into vectors, with each dimension corresponding to the statistic of a word (count, occurrence
or TF-IDF Hoffman and Ralphs (2013)) in the vocabulary. Then, similarity between
two documents is calculated as the cosine similarity between the two vectors. Other
methods transform documents into low-dimensional vectors which capture semantics
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of documents, such as singular vector decomposition Deerwester et al. (1990) or latent
dirichlet allocation Blei et al. (2003). More recently, doc2vec Le and Mikolov (2014)
uses architecture similar to word2vec Mikolov et al. (2013) in order to learn document emebddings. Word Mover’s Distance Kusner et al. (2015) exploits high quality
word embeddings and treats the document distance as an instance of Earth Mover’s
Distance. The above approaches are unsupervised. Supervised approaches such as
supervised Word Mover’s Distance Huang et al. (2016) and neighborhood components
analysis Goldberger et al. (2005) consider label information while learning similarity
between two vectors. However, there is no explicit way to handle the situation where
each instance has multiple labels. Moreover, as mentioned before, Wikipedia and
clinical notes have very different distributions, thus making direct measurement of
the similarity unsuitable. On the contrary, our approach first calculates the overlap
between two documents and then uses the attention mechanism to select the most
informative parts for medical code prediction.

5.3

Methodology

In this section we describe the proposed KSI framework. We first introduce the
problem setup and our goal. Then, we describe the details of the proposed approach.
Finally, we show how to interpret the learned model via analyzing attention values
and weights of neural network associated with words in clinical notes and Wikipedia
documents.

5.3.1

Basic Problem Setup

Assume our dataset is a collection of clinical notes. Each note N consists of a
sequence of words. N is accompanied with a set of medical codes M corresponding

to the note. We denote the size of word vocabulary W = w1 , w2 , ..., w|W | as |W |

and the size of medical code vocabulary C = c1 , c2 , ..., c|C| as |C|. In addition,
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we have an external knowledge source K which contains a set of documents K =

k1 , k2 , ..., k|C| in which each document ki is a sequence of words. Each unique
medical code ci in the medical code vocabulary C has a corresponding document ki in
K. Given a clinical note N , our goal is to predict associated medical codes M when
knowledge source K is available. This is naturally a multi-label text classification
problem.

5.3.2

KSI Framework

As shown in Figure 5.1, when each label (i.e., medical code) ci has a document
ki in knowledge source K, we can calculate the likelihood of label ci as the similarity
between document ki and note N . Therefore, we decompose the prediction task into
two parallel subtasks. As shown in Figure 5.2, the first subtask is to directly predict
codes from notes, which can be achieved by any end-to-end multi-label classification
model in this field. We denote the baseline model as f , which is a mapping from
notes N to the label space. The last layer of f is a vector o1 ∈ R|C|

o1 = f (N ).

(5.3-1)

Since the task is multi-label classification, a sigmoid activation function is applied
to o1 and the i-th dimension in the resulting vector represents the probability that
code ci is the true label. Loss values are calculated between the output and the true
labels. In KSI framework o1 is combined with the output of subtask 2 to get the final
output. We select a variety of baseline models and describe the details in the next
section. Our main focus is the second subtask, i.e., to learn similarity scores between
Wikipedia documents and a note.
First, we represent note N as binary vector q ∈ {0, 1}|W | and Wikipedia document
ki as binary vector xi ∈ {0, 1}|W | . Binary vectors encode the presence of words. If
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word occurs in the document, then the corresponding element has value 1, otherwise
it is 0. By encoding documents as binary vectors we lose the frequency information. However, as mentioned before, the frequency does not necessarily reflect the
importance of words for code prediction since these two types of documents have
very different data distributions, e.g., in the Wikipedia document about “influenza”,
word “birds” has high frequency because there is one section in the document talking
about “bird flu”. As we formulate the similarity learning in a supervised framework,
we expect the network to be able to assign large weights to important words for the
task.
After we represent both N and ki as binary vectors, we calculate their element-wise
multiplication as
zi = xi

q,

(5.3-2)

where zi ∈ {0, 1}|W | represents the intersection of two documents. Value of words
that appear in both documents equals 1, otherwise it is 0. By taking the intersection
operation, we discard irrelevant parts in two documents and focus on the common
content between them.
Then, we use an embedding matrix We ∈ Rm×|W | to transform the high-dimensional
sparse vector zi into a low-dimensional vector space

ei = We zi ,

(5.3-3)

where ei ∈ Rm denotes the embedding of zi and m is the dimensionality of the
embedding space. ei is expected to capture the semantic information about the
intersection set. In ei , each element has its own latent meaning and represents a
hidden topic. Since not all topics are relevant to the prediction task, we use a variablelevel attention mechanism to weight variables in the vector. We use weight matrix
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Wa ∈ Rm×m to calculate the attention values as

αi = sigmoid(Wa ei )

vi = αi

ei ,

(5.3-4)

(5.3-5)

where αi ∈ Rm is the attention weight vector and sigmoid() is the sigmoid activation
function. vi ∈ Rm is the weighted embedding which is the element-wise multiplication
of αi and ei .
Next, we use a vector vo ∈ Rm to transform vi into a similarity score si as
si = voT vi + bo ,

(5.3-6)

where si depicts how similar Wikipedia document ki and note N are and bo is a scalar
bias term. We concatenate the similarity scores for all ki ∈ K to get the similarity
vector o2 ∈ R|C| ,
o2 = [s1 , s2 , ..., s|C| ].

(5.3-7)

Finally, the similarity vector o2 is combined with the output of the baseline model
o1 to get the final output vector o ∈ R|C| as

o = o1 + o2

(5.3-8)

ŷ = sigmoid(o),

(5.3-9)

where ŷ ∈ R|C| is the predicted label vector. True labels are also represented as a
binary vector y ∈ {0, 1}|C| and the training procedure minimizes the binary cross-
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entropy loss between the predicted values and the true values,

LBCE (N, y) = −(

|C|
X

yi log(ŷi ) + (1 − yi ) log(1 − ŷi )),

(5.3-10)

i=1

where we sum the binary cross entropy errors over all dimensions of ŷ. Note that
equation (5.3-10) is the loss for one note. In our implementation, we calculate the
average loss for multiple notes. We use Adam optimizer Kingma and Ba (2014) to
minimize the above loss values. For deep learning based models (CNN and RNN
based models), it typically takes a long time to converge. Therefore, in our training,
we first deactivate the document similarity learning part of the model to let the
baseline model converge. We activate the document similarity learning part and
disable parameters updating in the baseline model when the performance of baseline
model stops increasing on the validation set as the early stopping criteria.

5.3.3

Interpreting KSI Framework

Interpretability is a model’s ability to provide rationale behind its behavior. In
KSI framework, the larger the si is, the more evidence Wikidedia knowledge source
provides for predicting code ci . To understand what evidence Wikipedia knowledge
source provides, we need to calculate the contribution of each variable in xi to the
final similarity score. By combining equations (5.3-6) and (5.3-5), we get

si = voT vi + bo = voT (αi

e i ) + bo .

(5.3-11)

Since αi are weights of ei , we keep them fixed and decompose ei . As in equation (5.3-3), ei is the sum of the columns of We weighted by each variable in zi ,
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and we can rewrite equation (5.3-11) as

si =

voT (αi

(

|W |
X

zi,j We [:, j])) + bo =

j=1

|W |
X

voT (αi

We [:, j])zi,j + bo .

(5.3-12)

j=1

Using equation (5.3-2), we can further decompose zi,j as the product of xi,j and qj ,

si =

|W |
X

voT (αi

We [:, j]qj )xi,j + bo .

(5.3-13)

j=1

Since xi,j is a binary value indicating the presence of word wj in document ki , λ(xi,j ) =
voT (αi

We [:, j]qj ) is the coefficient for xi,j and measures how much word wj in ki

contributes to final similarity si .

5.4
5.4.1

Experimental Setup
DataSets

In our experiments we use clinical notes in MIMIC-III dataset and Wikipedia
pages of ICD-9 diagnosis codes. Both datasets are publicly available. The source
code of KSI is available at https://github.com/tiantiantu/KSI.
Clinical notes dataset: MIMIC-III Critical Care Database Johnson et al. (2016)
is the largest publicly available electronic health records dataset which contains deidentified health records of 46,518 patients who stayed in the Beth Israel Deaconess
Medical Center’s Intensive Units from 2001 to 2012. We use all discharge summary
notes and the accompanying ICD-9 diagnosis codes. The total number of discharge
summary notes is 59,652. For each patient visit, we aggregated all discharge summary
notes. The number of aggregated discharge summary notes is 52,722. On average,
in each aggregated note there are 1,596 words. During preprocessing we lowercased
all tokens and removed punctuations, stop words, words containing only digits, and
words whose frequency is less than 10. The final word vocabulary contains 47,965
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unique words. We extracted all listed ICD-9 diagnosis codes for each visit and grouped
them by their first three digits. On average, each visit has 11 medical codes. The
code vocabulary contains 942 codes. Of those codes, we selected a subset of 344 codes
for which we found the corresponding Wikipedia document and used those codes in
our experiments.
Wikipedia knowledge dataset: Wikipedia maintains a web page including
all ICD-9 diagnosis codes and links to their web pages if available1 . Out of the 389
Wikipedia pages available for the first three digits ICD-9 diagnosis codes, we found 344
of them in MIMIC-III medical code vocabulary. We extracted Wikipedia documents
for these 344 medical codes and transformed them into pure text. Then we removed
punctuations and lowercased all tokens. On average each processed document has
1,058 words. The size of the word vocabulary of Wikipedia documents is 60,968, out
of which only 12,173 are also in the word vocabulary of MIMIC-III clinical notes,
showing that the two types of documents have very different word distributions.

5.4.2

Baseline Model Selection

We selected 5 baseline models f for this study. In our experiments, we use them
stand-alone and as a component of the KSI framework that incorporates Wikipedia
knowledge in order to evaluate the improvement the KSI framework brings. We briefly
introduce the selected baseline models below.
Logistic regression (LR). First, we represent note N as binary bag-of-words
vector n ∈ {0, 1}|W | . Then, we use a weight matrix WLR ∈ R|C|×|W | to map feature
space to label space as
o1 = WLR n.

(5.4-14)

For all baseline models, when combined with the KSI framework we use equations (5.3-8)
and (5.3-9) to get the predicted values. When used as a stand-alone model, we apply
1

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List of ICD-9 codes
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sigmoid function to its output,

ŷ = sigmoid(o1 ).

(5.4-15)

Recurrent neural network (RNN). We first project each word in note N to
a low-dimensional vector emb ∈ Rm . Then we transform the sequence of words into
a sequence of word embeddings and feed it to a recurrent neural network,

h1 , h2 , ..., h|N | = RN N (emb1 , emb2 , ..., emb|N | ),

(5.4-16)

in which hidden vector hi ∈ Rdo captures the context information of embi . Then,
max-pooling is used to compute the sequence vector g ∈ Rdo and transform it into
output o1 as
g(i) = max hk,i

(5.4-17)

o1 = WRN N · g + bRN N ,

(5.4-18)

k

where WRN N ∈ R|C|×do ∈ and bRN N ∈ R|C| . In our experiments we use the long
short-term memory network Hochreiter and Schmidhuber (1997) as the specific RNN
selection.
RNN with attention (RNNatt). Instead of using max-pooling of hidden vectors as the sequence vector, we can apply label-specific attentions to them. Let
H = [h1 , h2 , ..., h|N | ]. For each label cj ∈ C we use uj ∈ Rdo to calculate the attention
as
αj = sof tmax(H T uj ),
where sof tmax =

Pexp(x)
i exp(xi )

(5.4-19)

and exp(x) is the element-wise exponentiation of x. Then
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we calculate vector representation for label cj as

pj =

|N |
X

αj,k hk ,

(5.4-20)

k=1

and the final likelihood for label cj in o1 is
o1 (j) = βjT pj + bj ,

(5.4-21)

in which βj ∈ Rdo and bj is a scalar bias.
Convolutional neural network (CNN) Kim (2014). As in the RNN case,
we first project each word in note N to a low-dimensional vector emb ∈ Rm and
transform the sequence of words into a sequence of word embeddings. Next, we use
a convolutional filter WCN N 1 ∈ Rk×m×do to aggregate context information, where k
is the filter width and do is the size of filter output. Then for each word embedding
embn , we use WCN N 1 to capture its context as

hn = ReLU (WCN N 1 ∗ embn:n+k−1 + bCN N 1 ),

(5.4-22)

where ∗ is the convolution operator, ReLU is the rectified linear unit and bCN N 1 ∈ Rdo
is the bias. We pad both sides of the input to make H = [h1 , h2 , ..., h|N | ] ∈ Rdo ×|N | .
Here, as in the RNN case, H is the matrix capturing context information of each
word. In Kim (2014), max-pooling is used to compute the sequence vector as

g(i) = max hk,i .
k

(5.4-23)

Finally, g ∈ Rdo is mapped to the label space:

o1 = WCN N 2 · g + bCN N 2 ,
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(5.4-24)

Table 5.3: Label frequency distribution
Frequency range
1-10
11-50
51-100
101-500
>500

Number of
unique codes
80
73
25
82
84

Percentage of
code occurrences
0.1%
0.6%
0.6%
6.7%
92.0%

where WCN N 2 ∈ R|C|×do and bCN N 2 ∈ R|C| .
Convolutional Attention (CAML) Mullenbach et al. (2018): CAML combines
the attention mechanism with CNN and achieves the state-of-the-art performance on
medical code prediction. After calculating context matrix H in equation (5.4-22),
instead of applying max-pooling in equation (5.4-23), CAML applies label-specific
attentions following equations (5.4-19) (5.4-20) (5.4-21). For each label cj ∈ C, we
use uj ∈ Rdo to calculate the attention as
αj = sof tmax(H T uj ).

(5.4-25)

Then we can calculate vector representation for label cj as

pj =

|N |
X

αj,k hk ,

(5.4-26)

k=1

and the final likelihood for label cj in o1 as
o1 (j) = βjT pj + bj ,
where βj ∈ Rdo and bj is a scalar bias.
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(5.4-27)

Table 5.4: The predictive performance of baseline models alone and with KSI framework.
Method
LR
KSI+LR
RNN
KSI+RNN
RNNatt
KSI+RNNatt
CNN
KSI+CNN
CAML
KSI+CAML

Macro AUC
0.716
0.764
0.854
0.885
0.850
0.880
0.825
0.859
0.855
0.891

Micro AUC
0.956
0.961
0.972
0.978
0.973
0.976
0.968
0.973
0.978
0.980

Macro F1
0.167
0.196
0.204
0.244
0.264
0.300
0.214
0.237
0.257
0.285

Micro F1
0.554
0.557
0.653
0.662
0.647
0.659
0.626
0.637
0.656
0.659

Test loss value
0.048
0.055
0.032
0.030
0.035
0.033
0.040
0.039
0.032
0.032

Top-10 recall
0.724
0.738
0.772
0.798
0.791
0.802
0.753
0.775
0.806
0.814

Figure 5.3: Macro-averaged AUC by label frequency group for RNN, RNNatt, CNN
and CAML. x-axis denotes the label frequency group and y-axis denotes the macroaveraged AUC for each group.
5.4.3

Evaluation Metric

In order to properly evaluate different models, we report six different metrics:
average loss value, top-10 recall, macro-averaged AUC, micro-averaged AUC, macroaveraged F1 and micro-averaged F1. The average loss value is the average of binary
cross-entropy defined in equation (5.3-10) over all test notes. Top-10 recall is defined
as the number of correct medical codes ranked in the top max(10, |M |) in ŷ divided by
|M |, where |M | is the number of medical codes for the note, and averaged over all test
notes. This metric is motivated by the potential use case in computer-aided coding
where the system recommends several codes for human experts to review. AUC (area
under ROC curve) measures the probability that a classifier ranks a randomly chosen
positive instance higher than a randomly chosen negative instance. F1 score is defined
as the harmonic mean between the precision and the recall. Micro-averaged values
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are calculated by aggregating instances of all classes and calculating the average
metric over all instances. Therefore, this metric will be dominated by the most
frequent medical codes. Medical codes in our dataset (3-digit ICD-9 codes which
have Wikipedia webpage) are highly imbalanced. As shown in Table 5.3, the most
common 84 codes account for 92% of all code occurrences. On the other hand, the
macro-averaged metric first calculates the value for each medical code separately and
then takes the average over all the codes. Since a frequent class is weighted the same
as a rare class, the macro-averaged metrics puts a higher emphasis on rare medical
code prediction.
Implementation details. All models are implemented with Pytorch. We randomly divide the dataset into training, validation and test sets in a 0.7, 0.1, 0.2 ratio.
Early stopping on the validation set is used to determine when to stop training.
Training terminates if top-10 recall does not improve in the next 5 epochs and the
model with the highest top-10 recall is used on the test set. Each batch contains 32
notes. We use Adam optimizer with the learning rate of 0.001 to minimize the loss
function. The dimensionality of word embedding m and hidden vector of RNN and
CNN do are set to 100 and 200, respectively.

5.5
5.5.1

Experimental Results
Predictive Results

We show the accuracies of the baseline models alone and with the KSI framework
in Table 5.4. From the table we can see that regardless of the baseline model, KSI
framework consistently improves the accuracy. Although different metrics measure
different aspect of model performance, the KSI framework improves most of them.
Overall, the micro-averaged score is much higher than the macro-averaged score,
as expected because the macro-averaged score emphasizes performance on the rare
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medical codes on which the number of available training examples is too small for
accurate learning. On the other hand, in the micro-averaged scores medical codes
contribute proportionally to their frequency and the frequent medical codes such as
diabetes and essential hypertension provide more examples for accurate learning.
Overall, deep learning models outperform the logistic regression model, and KSI
framework improves these complicated models further, showing the effectiveness of
exploiting external online knowledge sources. The attention mechanism based models
(RNNatt and CAML) outperform other models while CAML achieves the best overall
performance compared to the other baseline models. The success of CAML and
RNNatt could be attributed to their multi-label attention mechanism. For each label,
both models use a label-specific weight matrix to generate label specific attentions
over all words in the text. Therefore, they are able to pay attention to locations of
text segments which refer to a specific disease, which is important for medical notes
since evidence about different diseases can occur in different parts of clinical notes.
It is worth noting that KSI framework improves all macro F1 and macro AUC of
all models by a large margin. For macro AUC: 4.8% for LR, 3.1% for RNN, 3.0% for
RNNatt, 3.4% for CNN and 3.6% for CAML. As macro AUC is the unweighted average
AUC over all labels we hypothesize that the KSI framework is able to improve AUC
for labels which are not so frequent in the dataset. In particular, since the frequent
medical codes have a larger number of examples for accurate learning, they stand to
benefit less from the external sources. On the contrary, the rare codes lack examples
and are benefiting greatly from the external sources.
To validate this, we divide medical codes into 5 groups based on their frequencies
in the dataset: [1, 10], [11, 50], [51, 100], [101, 500] and [500, +∞). Then, we
calculate macro-averaged AUC of each medical code group for RNN, RNNatt, CNN,
and CAML baselines and their counterparts under the KSI framework. The results
are summarized in Figure 5.3.
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As shown in the figure, different methods perform differently on each medical code
group. Overall, the average AUC of medical code prediction increases with the code
frequency. For the least frequent group (occurring less than 10 times), the average
AUC of medical codes is less than 0.8. For the most common group of medical codes
(occurring more than 500 times), all methods achieve an averaged AUC of more than
0.9. The figure also shows the trend in which the KSI improvement decreases with the
frequency of medical codes in the dataset. For example, for CAML model, KSI framework brings 9.6% improvement of AUC on the least common [1-10] group. On the
[11-50] and [51-100] groups, KSI brings 5.8% and 6.3% improvement, respectively. On
the more common groups [101-500] and [500,+∞), the KSI framework only increases
AUC by 1.5% and 0.1% respectively. The benefit of the KSI framework on rare medical codes can intuitively be explained in the following way. An intersection of a note
and a Wikipedia document can be viewed as a feature selection; it significantly narrows down the feature space and makes it easier for the attention mechanism to find
the evidence for the rare medical codes. To validate this, in the following paragraph
we take a look at the contribution coefficient we derived in section 5.3.3.

5.5.2

Informative Evidence Extraction

The success of medical code prediction depends on the ability to extract evidence
for inferring the specific codes. In equation (5.3-13), we can calculate coefficient λ(xi,j )
of each word wj for document ki . λ(xi,j ) depicts the contribution of each word to
predicting code ci . We calculate the coefficient for each word in the document and sort
the words by their values. We study 10 words with the highest coefficients in order to
gain insight into the performance of the KSI framework. In Table 5.5 we show the top
10 words according to the document similarity learning sub-network (subtask 2) and
we also show the top 10 substrings extracted by the baseline sub-network (subtask
1). For the table, we used CAML as our baseline sub-network since it outperformed
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other baseline models. In equation (5.4-25), CAML calculates the attentions αj for
all words in a clinical note. These attentions are specific to medical code cj ∈ C,
the higher the attentions, the more the underlying words contribute to predicting
cj . Since in equation (5.4-22) CAML uses a convolutional layer to aggregate context
information for a given word, the attentions are generated on top of the n-grams,
where n equals to the filter size. Since in our experiments we set the filter size n to
3, the table is showing the top 10 trigrams with the highest attentions.
In Table 5.5 we show results for three representative diseases, both frequent and
rare ones in order to better understand how KSI framework creates its two subnetworks.
As shown in the table, the first medical code is “250” (diabetes mellitus), which
is one of the most frequent codes in our dataset. Since CAML sub-network alone is
able to predict this disease with AUC as high as 0.97, the similarity sub-network cannot improve the performance any further. By checking the trigrams with the highest
coefficients, we find that CAML sub-network finds highly meaningful substrings for
inferring diabetes such as “failure diabetes mellitus” and “significant diabetes mellitus”. By contrast, the similarity sub-network assigns the largest weight to word
“name” rather than to some words that are more directly related to diabetes. This
can be explained as follows: since there are many notes in the training dataset to
allow the CAML sub-network to achieve high accuracy, errors back-propagated into
the similarity sub-network are small and the impact of code “250” on any of its
weights is small. Next, we take a look at two less common diseases on which CAML
sub-networks achieves smaller accuracy.
The second medical code shown in the table is “138” (polio, late effects). This
code occurs only in 68 notes. AUC of the CAML sub-network is only 0.74. The
similarity sub-network is very helpful and it results in increasing the AUC to 0.98.
Among the top 10 trigrams of the CAML sub-network, we see that only “hypotension”
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Table 5.5: Words/trigrams with highest contribution by document similarity learning
(subtask 2) and baseline model alone (subtask 1) for medical codes 250, 138 and 501.
Code: 250 (Diabetes
Subtask 2
Final AUC: 0.97
Word
Weight
name
0.69
mellitus
0.44
coronary
0.19
different
0.15
date
0.14
showed
0.13
oral
0.08
number
0.07
diabetes
0.07
white
0.07

mellitus) Count: 13,804
Subtask 1 (CAML)
Final AUC: 0.97
Trigram
failure diabetes mellitus
significant diabetes mellitus
diabetes mellitus treated
diabetes mellitus chronic
dictated bylast name
hematocrit percent past
fraction percent hypokinesis
md number1 dictated
heart failure diabetes
percent hypokinesis right

Weight
0.29
0.19
0.15
0.11
0.05
0.05
0.04
0.02
0.01
0.01

Code: 138 (Polio, late effects) Count: 68
Subtask 2
Subtask 1 (CAML)
Final AUC: 0.98
Final AUC: 0.74
Word
Weight Trigram
polio
2.48
angioseal device deployed
puncture
0.33
anxiety per pt
proximal
0.22
postcath restarted oa
illness
0.18
qd gi cocktail
femoral
0.14
hypotension pt remained
constipation 0.12
hypotension postcath restarted
hospital
0.08
ptca comments french
surgery
0.08
stricture web although
continued
0.08
discharge date service
condition
0.08
protonix qd gi

Weight
0.15
0.10
0.06
0.06
0.06
0.04
0.03
0.03
0.03
0.02

Code: 501 (Asbestosis) Count: 115
Subtask 2
Subtask 1 (CAML)
Final AUC: 0.96
Final AUC: 0.76
Word
Weight Trigram
asbestosis
5.21
asbestos exposure hyperlipidemia
transferred
0.68
medical history cad
inhalation
0.53
discharge diagnosis cad
illness
0.45
history cad sp
condition
0.30
one day five
two
0.17
cad sp pci
breath
0.16
cad sp pci
family
0.10
disp50 tablets refills
shortness
0.08
date date birth
current
0.01
homecare discharge diagnosis

Weight
0.95
0.01
0.01
0.004
0.003
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
0.002
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Table 5.6: Intersection of a clinical note and Wikipedia document for medical code
“214” (Lipoma; count: 33) and final coefficient for each word.
After taking intersection (containing only 35 words):
known surgical present cm last first prior one medical family
physical exam soft results blood disease possible identified
multiple greater diagnosis condition internal years size tissue
obese include removed wound common tumors minor lipomas
Final weights for words in intersection set:
obese: 1.42 lipomas: 0.70 tumors: 0.48 minor: 0.30
soft: 0.29 last: 0.24 wound: 0.22 tissue: 0.13 ... ...
is vaguely related to poliomyelitis. On the other hand, the similarity sub-network
identifies highly important terms such as “polio”, “puncture” and “constipation”,
which are all related to poliomyelitis problems. These words are mentioned both in
Wikipedia document about “poliomyelitis” and in the clinical notes and are assigned
large coefficients.
Finally, we look at another rare code “501” (asbestosis). CAML sub-network
recognizes important word “asbestos”. The similarity sub-network identifies related
words “asbestosis”, “inhalation”, “breath” and “shortness”, which are all symptoms
of asbestosis. The similarity sub-network improves the AUC for this disease from
0.76 to 0.96.
The strengths of the KSI framework in finding the important evidence can be
explained by the way it works: the main obstacle to finding evidence in clinical notes
for rare medical codes is that they do not have enough occurrences for models to select
useful features from a large feature space. For example, an average note contains 1,596
words and CAML calculates an attention value for each word in the document. Thus,
it is difficult for CAML to learn the attention values among more than a thousand
words when medical codes are rare. On the other hand, external knowledge sources
such as Wikipedia contain important words (signs, symptoms, typical treatments)
for each disease, which can be used to narrow down the feature space. On average,
each clinical note contains 407 unique words and each Wikipedia document contains
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517 unique words. After taking their intersection, the resulting intersection set only
contains an average of 64 words, which is much smaller than the original feature
space. Then, the KSI framework learns weight for each word in the intersection set,
which is much easier compared to learning weights from the original feature space.
An example intersection set and final weights are shown in Table 5.6. Even for very
rare labels such as “lipoma” the KSI framework is able to learn large weights for
relevant words. We will also show the effectiveness of the intersection process in the
next subsection.
5.5.3

Ablation Study
Table 5.7: The predictive performance of KSI and its variations.

Method
KSI-attention
KSI-intersection
KSI

Macro AUC
0.871
0.864
0.891

Micro AUC
0.978
0.979
0.980

Macro F1
0.255
0.263
0.285

Micro F1
0.654
0.662
0.659

Test loss value
0.032
0.032
0.032

Top-10 recall
0.807
0.809
0.814

To study contribution of each component in the KSI framework to learning the
document similarity score, we compare our method to several variations of the framework. To focus on accuracy of different variations, in this subsection we fix the baseline model to be CAML and we study the effect of changing components of document
similarity learning part on accuracy. We consider the following variations:
KSI-attention. In order to study the effect of variable-level attention mechanism,
we remove the attention vector in equation (5.3-5) and directly use ei as input to the
next layer.
KSI-intersection. In section 5.5.2 we analyzed the advantage of taking intersection of clinical note vector q and Wikipedia document vector ki . In this variation we
swap the order of element-wise multiplication and embedding. We first embed both
q and ki into low-dimensional vector space as

eq = We q
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(5.5-28)

exi = We xi ,

(5.5-29)

where eq ∈ Rm and exi ∈ Rm . Both eq and eki contain information about all words in
the respective documents. Then we calculate element-wise multiplication of eq and
exi as
ei = eq

exi ,

(5.5-30)

where ei is used as in equations (5.3-4) and (5.3-5).
The results are shown in Table 5.7. From the table we can see that KSI outperforms other variations. Since the baseline model is fixed to CAML, which performs
well on frequent labels, all accuracies are similar on micro-averaged metric. However,
for macro-averaged metric, we can observe sizable differences. KSI significantly outperforms other methods on macro AUC and macro F1. KSI-intersection performs the
worst on macro AUC, showing the importance of the intersection on inferring rare
medical codes. KSI-attention also underperforms KSI by 2.0% and 3.0% on macro
AUC and macro F1, respectively, showing the effectiveness of attention mechanism
on selecting important features for prediction.

5.5.4

Qualitative Insights from Coefficients of KSI

Recent research about medical codes prediction Shi et al. (2017); Mullenbach et al.
(2018) observed improved performance by incorporating words in ICD-9 code descriptions into prediction model. These ICD-9 code descriptions are typically very short,
with less than 10 words (e.g., “secondary diabetes mellitus with hyperosmolarity”).
Nonetheless, it would be very promising to design a small knowledge base specialized
for providing evidence for medical code prediction. To design such a knowledge base,
it is important to understand which evidence is the most helpful for the task.
Besides serving as a framework that incorporates knowledge into other end-toend models, the KSI could provide an insight into how Wikipedia helps clinical code
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Table 5.8: Words with highest average coefficients for four disease Wikipedia documents.
Wiki documents
Episodic mood
disorders
Lipoma
Mild intellectual
disabilities
Kaposi’s
sarcoma

Words with highest coefficients
lithium bipolar affective dysregulation mdd
manic anxiety psychiatrist hypomanic behavior
lipoma lipomatosis lipomas malignant tumor
wound repeat tumors subcutaneous obese
epilepsy retardation service supervision abuse
benzodiazepines psychiatry cerebral threatened
sarcoma aids tumor haart kaposi ks
antiretroviral chemotherapy meical hiv viral

prediction. As we showed by calculating coefficient λ, we are able to see which words
in the intersection set are influencing the final prediction. We calculated the average
coefficient of each word for a given Wikipedia document. Words with high average
coefficients are influential and should be considered for future specialized knowledge
base construction. We show words with the highest average coefficients for four
Wikipedia documents in Table 5.8.
As shown in the table, the influential words include representative symptoms for
a disease such as “dysregulation”, “anxiety”, “manic” and “retardation”. The full
name and abbreviation of diseases are other types of highly informative words such
as “lipoma”, “ks” and “mdd”. Besides, risk factors such as “hiv” and “obese” are
also important evidence for inferring medical codes. These results shed light on the
connection between the knowledge source and clinical notes, which provides guideline
for future specialized knowledge-based design.

5.6

Conclusion

Medical code prediction from clinical notes is an active research area. The success
of the task depends on finding evidence to infer diagnosis. However, it is challenging
to learn what is the corresponding evidence in the notes when medical codes are rare.
In this paper we propose a framework called KSI which is able to incorporate an ex100

ternal online knowledge source into any neural network multi-label predictive model.
The key component of the KSI framework is to take intersection of a clinical note and
external knowledge document, then use an attention mechanism to select important
features in the intersection set. Finally, it calculates a matching score between the
note and each knowledge document. KSI framework consistently improves the baseline model, especially when predicting rare codes. KSI framework also provides an
insight into the evidence from an external source that was useful for the prediction.
While our work uses medical codes which have Wikipedia web pages as labels, there
is still a substantial number of medical codes without Wikipedia documentation. Our
results suggest that it would be worthwhile for the Wikipedia community to create
pages for all major ICD-9 and ICD-10 codes to not only enhance the health knowledge
of public, but also to bring benefits to predictive modeling of clinical notes.
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